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in the size range 104 -10 6 particles. For the purpose, two solid 

iron magnetic spectrographs each of m.d.m. 500 GeV/c, have been 

set up and have been in operation in conjunction with a basic air 

shower array of 21 detectors. The candidate, a Research Fellow in 

the DAE project, has worked with other members in the group at 

NBU. His contribution is stated below 

1. The settinq up of neon flash tubes as detecting elements of 

the spectrograph of height 7 m (chapter III). 

2. Each neon tube was instrumented separately for detecting its 

flash by LED and hence of the particle trajectory by using 

probe method (chapter III). 

3. The setting up of an alternative photographic arrangement for 

recording of flashed neon tubes in the spectrograph (chapter 

III). 

4. Control electronics for the operation·of two magnetic 

spectrograph units (chapter III). 
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5. Maintenance of the two spectrograph units, air shower array 

and the air shower data handling system (chapter III). 

6. Operation of two spectrographs in conjunction with air shower 

array (chapter IV). 

7. Developing of computer programme and its use for air shower 

data analysis (chapter IV). 

A part of the work done so far has been published. Some 

of the reprints of _the published papers are submitted with the 

thesis as an additional support to the candida'ture. The papers 

published and under publication are listed below. 
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·CHAPTER-I 

INTRODUCTION 

Studies on different aspects of cosmic rays in the 

atmosphere and above are of fundamental importance from the 

point of high energy nuclear physics and astrophysics. The 

different components of cosmic rays carry information regarding 

their sources, distributions and propagation in the interstellar 

medium. Cosmic rays are an alternative source of high energy 

particles atleast upto 5 x 1020 eV for the study of high energy 

' nuclear physics~in the atmosphere. 

The important parts of these studies include the 

energy spectrum, chemical composition, dependence of energy on .. 

charge composition and arrival directions and localisation. For 

the study of these upto energy of ~1o 11 eV the main measuring 

techniques are based on the combination of various detectors and 

electronic systems, flown to the top of the atmosphere by 

satellites and baloons. Above 1014 eV the extensive air shower 

(EAS) development in the atmosphere is studied by simiiar but 

elaborate technique to extract some of the important informations. 

1.1 Extensive air shov1er 

A primary particle of cosmic rays at energy greater 

than 1013 eV undergoes nuclear collisons in the atmosphere and 
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gives rise to cascades of secondary particles developing into a 

shower of particles of great exiension. Such extensive develop-

ment is very complicated and the shower parameters depend on 

high energy interaction characteristics as well as primary campo-

sition. During the collisions the primary particle-loses a great 

fraction of its energy and produces many secondary particles 

mainly pions. kaons, strange particles, nucleon and antinucleon 

pairs. Most of the produced hadrons including the surviving 

primary particles interact further with atomic nuclei in the 
I 

atmosphere and produce more hadrons. The neutral pions decay· to 

produce high energy gamma-ray photons which develop into electron 

photon cascades while some charged pions decay to produce muons. 

Thus the number of particles in a shower increase, spreading out 

over a large area around the axis of the shower and attaining a 

maximum in number and then the number of particles decreases 

with atmospheric depth due to loss of energy through various 

interaction processes with atmospheric atoms. 

Particles in an EAS are grouped into three main 

components : electromagnetic component, muon component and 

hadronic component. The first group of particles are mainly 

responsible for production of optical Cerenkov radiation, radio 

wave and isotropic ~luorescence from atoms. A comprehensive 

account of details of EAS development nas been given by 

Greisen(l). A brief discussion on EAS components' is given below. 
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1.1.1 Electromagnetic component 

· The electron cascades in an air shower with almost 90% 

of particles fix the shower size _(Ne). Because of multiple 

colournb scattering the shower particles spread out laterally to 

hundreds of metres with the decrease of particle density from 

the shov1er axis (shower core). 

The total number of electron in a shower (Ne) is 

obtained by measuring the electron densities at different points 

in the sh0v1er front and fitting these data to determine shower 

core and shower age. The_ total number of electrons (N) can be e 

used to estimate the total energy of the primary'particle. The 

relation between the averag~ shower size and the primary energy 

is given by the relation 

where E 
0 

n 0 
is the primary energy and /3 is a constant and /.3 = 

1.15 for Ne L.. 5 x 105 
(De Beer et al {2 )). Thus the sho,;ver size 

spectrum represents the primary spectrum. 

1.1.2 Muon component 

Muons in an EAS carry various information regarding 

the primaries. Very few of them decay in flight and their 

interaction cross section with matter is very small. Muons 

constitute~1o% of the total number of particles in EAS and 
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spread out to wider a~ea than the electron component. The size 

of an air shower depends strongly on the total energy of the 

primary, while the total number of muons fixes the energy per 

nucleon and the composition of the primary. 

The longitudinal development of nuclear cascades in 

air showers has been studied using the muon component. The muons 

of different energies in EAS have been studied using magnetic 

spectrographs associated with air shot~r array by the Durhum 

(3 4) . (5) (6)· 
group ' , the K~el gr?UP , the Moscow group • The maximum 

energy of muons studied is arround 500 GeV. Lateral distribution 

of muons. with various threshold energies have been studied by 

several groups. It was shown that the average number of muons 

(N ) per shot~r could be represented by a relation of the form 
}l . c{ 

N oO N , where cJ..,varries from 0.5 to 0.8. 
1l e 

1.1.3 Hadron component 

Hadrons in EAS are fe1.v relative to other particles, but 

carry substantial amount of energy of the primary particle. 

As hadrons undergo strong interactions, their energy 

degrades fast. So, the lateral distribution of hadronic component 

is very steep. It is. very difficult to find the lateral distri-

bution of hadrons since the high energy electromagnetic component 

is very near the shmt~er core, and most of the hadrons are 

confined within few metres of the shower core. A mountain 
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altitude is a suitable site for the study of hadrons in EAS. 

A study of high energy hadrons includes the lateral 

density distribution, variation of their number with 'the shower 

size, the energy spectrum of charged hadrons and charged-to

neutral hadrons. The studies( 7 - 14 ) done already are numerous, 

but the reliability of high energy hadron data from these experi-

ments is restricted dtr!i1to errors in energy estimation. 

1.1.4 Cerenkov light 

Galbraith and Jelley( 1S) are the first to detect 

Cerenkov light flashes in night sky in air showers. Electrons 

and positrons above a certain energy (depending on the refractive 

index of the medium) radiate Cerenkov photons during the propa-
. 

gation of the shower in the atmosphere. These photons (mainly in 

the visible region) cross the atmosphere with very little 

absorption in a clear sky. The Cerenkov light i~ linearly 

polarised and spread over a large area (about 300 m from the 

core). So,· the Cerenkov detectors are spread over large area in 

an EAS array to trace the longitudinal development of the shower, 

which in turn is directly related to the primary mass number and 

high energy interaction characteristics. Moreover, the total 

number of Cerenkov photons in the shower, is proportional to 

electron and positron tracklength integral and hence gives a 

good estimate of primary energy. The lateral s~ructure of 

Cerenkov photons is shown to be independent of primary mass and 
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h ' h ' t. d 1 ( 16- 18 ) Th ' t f ~g energy ~nterac ~on mo e s , • e exper~men s o 

Cerenkov light is very diff'icult since the measurements are to 

be carried out only during moonless clear night. It is also 

essential to carry out observations in almost identical atmosp

here, otherwise the absorption and scattering in the atmosphere 

need to be considered. 

1.1.5 other components 

During the development of the shower the macroscopic 

displacement of electric charge mainly due to geomagnetic 

deflections, creates electric dipole moments which give rise to 

radio waves. Radio waves at 60 MHz were detected in large EAS 

first by Jelly and his collaborators( 1g) in 1965. Radio waves 

fr6rn EAS have been studied by several groups to enlighten on the 

longitudinal development of the shower and the composition of 

the primary. Lateral distribution of field strength was obtained 

in the range 30-300 m from the shower core while the frequency 

spectra covered 0.1 MHz to 100 MHz measured by several 

groups (20 - 22 ). The study _of radio waves in EAS is. very difficult 

since the radio waves from ge.o-elec_tric field (dominant during 

thunderst~\ns) cause serious problems. So, the detection of 

radio waves in air showers for the EAS studies so far done only 

by radio waves technique was not useful. This technique is useful 

if the data can be collected only during fair weather conditions 

and electrically undisturbed periods. 
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In an EAS :from very high energy ( > 10
18 

eV) primary 

particles, fluorescent light is produced due to excitation and 

subsequent deexcitation of molecules (mainly nitrogen). The 

emitted radiation is very isotropic in nature at the wavelength 

range 300-430 nan·ometre and spreads over a very large area (a 

few hundred sq. km). The longitudinal development of EAS and the 

primary energy spectrum could be studied in great detail by this 

method but the observation is restricted to long time. Cassiday 

and his coworkers{ 23 ) have developed a detection system called 

'Fly's Eye' for the study of atmospheric scintillation light and 

the preliminary results are now available. 

1.2 Simulation studies of EAS 

Development of EAS through the atmosphere can be 

simulated in both longitudinal and lateral dimensions in detail 

with Monte Carlo simulation technique. Such simulations of air 

showers in atmosphere using Monte Carlo method have been carried 

(24-38) out by several authors _ Most of the EAS parameters are 

generally dependent upon the characteristics of particle 

interactions and primary composition. Thus various assumptions 

about the interaction models and primary composition have been 

made in these simulations for the interpretation of the experi-

mental data. At acceler.ator energies, it is seen that the 

particle production characteristics follow Scaling behaviour(39 ~4 l). 

However some of the EAS data have been interpreted so as to 
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indicate the violation of Scaling behaviour of particle inter-

actions in the fragmentation region where EAS energies are greater 

tha 1014 V( 42 - 45 ) Ou.ldr'd d H'll (46 ) d L' l d a · e · • · ~ ge an .~ as an ~ns ey an 

Wats~n(4?) argued that the Scaling behaviour remains valid at 

these energies provided the primary composition is mixed and the 

hadron-air inelastic cross section increases rapidly with energy. 

Not a single model of high energy interactions has been 

emerged so far, which exptains all the observed features of EAS. 

Two main approaches have been followed in interpreting the air 

shower data. In one approach, it is assumed that the Scaling 

continues to hold good upto highest energies and attempts have 

been made to interpret the experimental data in terms of iron 

group of nuclei in the primary. In the other approach, it is 

assumed that the primary composition is independent of primary 

energy to interpret the experimental data in terms of deviation 

from Scaling behaviour. 

1.3· Present work 

A new array covering 1200 m2 for EAS measurene nts has-

been installed near sea level at North Bengal University Campus 

in the year 1979. The array is now operated with 21 plastic 

scintillator.s as electron density detectors in conjunction with 

two shielded muon magnetic spectrographs and a Neon flash-tube 

(NFT) chamber as muon detectors. The control electronics for the 

EAS measurements have been designed and fabricated by the author 
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and his coworkers for a stady of muons in EAS. A brief descrip-

tion of studies of electrons and muons in EAS by other groups 

has been given in the chapter II. The descrip~ion of the present 

experimental set up with electronics and operation and mainte-

nance technique has been present~d in the chapter III. In the 

chapter IV the method of data analysis for the estimation of 

various parameters of air showers and the momentum measurement 

from muon trajectory in the magnetic spectrographs is described. 

The estimation of errors of these measurements is also ·discussed. 

The experimental results, with possible errors, on electrons and 

muons in EAS in the size range 104 to 106 particles are presented 

ih the chapter V of the thesis. 
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CHAPTER II 

A 'SUMMARY OF RECENT MEASUREMENTS OF EAS ELECTRONS AND MUONS 

2.1 Introduction 

The study of EAS is very complicated since most of the 

observed parameters are dependent on high energy interaction 

characteristics and primary particles both of which are unknown. 

The development of EAS depends o~ the interaction cross section, 

multiplicity of various kinds of secondary particles and its 

direction, the average value of inelasticity and energy·dependence 

of all parameters. So the information on both characteristics of 

high energy interactions and primary composition has to be 

inferred from EAS studies. Various results regarding primary 

particles have been summarised by various authors(l-3 ) from recent 

EAS measurements. 

In the analysis of a shower, size, age and core position 

are determined by density sampling and fitting. with the standard 

distribution functions. The energy and the lateral distributions 

of muons and the total number of muons (N ) in a shower are 
fl 

obtained for qifferent threshold energies by direct measurements. 

2.2 Distribution of electrons in EAS 

According to the cascade theory for a pure electro-

magnetic shower, the density of electrons at a distance, r from 
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the core of a shower is written as, 

I 2 
A(N, s,· r) = L-N • f{r/r, s)_7 I r e e o o . I 

,ffi -2 

where Ne is the total number of electrons (shower size), r
0 

is 

known as Molier@ scattering length, s is the age of the shO\'ler, 

a measure of the longitudinal development of the shower. 

The longitudinal and the lateral development of the 

electron-photon cascade initiated by a photon or an electron has 

been carried out theoretically by different authors( 4 ,s) and 

discussed exhaustively by Nishimura and Kamata{ 6 ). Based on these 

results of electron lateral distribution. of cosmic ray air showers, 

a semi-emperical relation for the showers of maximum development 

and for showers of age upto 1.4 has been given by Greisen(?) as 

.6.(N , s, r-) = C (s )N (r/r )s-2 (1 + r/r )s-4 • 5 
e e o o 

-2 m 

where C(s) is normalising constant and the expression of C(s) 

used for actual evaluation are as follows 

C(s) = 0.443s 2 (1.90 - s) for s < 1.6 

= 0.366s 2 (2.07- s) 5/ 4 for s < 1.8 

(8-18) 
In recent measurements of electron lateral 

distribution, it has been shown that NKG function is not a good 

fit to the densities as a function of ·r. The possible errors 

introduced.in the estimation of size and age parameter due to 

use of NKG'function in fitting the lateral distribution is 

discussed in great detail by Capdeville et al {19 , 20 ) and it has 

t" . . . 
9910G. . .. 
. . . 11 \)t.C \9\j'd 
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been pointed out t·hat it is very difficult to describe the 

· observed lateral distribution of electrons in EAS with a single 

age parameter. The formula of density distribution of electron is 

as follows 

where d = 0.026, m = 0.5 and 

CHG(s) = 0.3265 exp L--0.5(s- 1.125) 2/(0.499) 2_7 for·s'-1.4 

2 and CHG(s). = 0.2854s 1.385s + 1.66 for s) 1 .. 4 

-2 m 

Hillas and Lapikens( 21 ) have simulated electron initia-

ted cascade showers in the atmosphere and have developed a 

lateral distribution function taking into account various energy 

dependence of electron and photon interaction processes down to 

an energy less than 1 MeV. This is the most detailed.simulation 

of cascades by electron and photon primarieS upto 100 GeV. The 

lateral dis~ribution of electron is represented by the following 

relation 

b (N , r, s) 
·e 

a 1 + a 2 (s-1) 
= NeC(s) L-r/ro-7 

b 1 + b2 (s:-1) 
L-1 + r/r

0
J 

where C(s) is the normalisation constant and the parameters, for 

the range s = 0.6 to s = 1.5, are chosen for the best fit of the 

experimental results as r
0 

= 24 m, ai = -0.53, a
2 

= 1.54, 

b 1 = -3.39 and b 2 = o. 
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New forms of lateral distribution function presented 

by different authors L-Hara et al ( 22 )~ Linsley( 23 ), Dedenko et 

{9) (11)' . (24) al , Kaneko et al ~ Lagut~n et al _7 have not yet been 

fully tested. 

2.3 Distribution of muons in EAS 

Muons in EAS carry information about the longitudinal 

development of an air shower at different depths of the atm.osp-

here. In EAS not more than 10% of the total particles are muons 

which spread out tG wider area than electrons. The size of an 

air shower depends strongly on the total energy of.the primary 
. . 

while the total number of muons in a shower·depends upon the 

energy per nucleon of the initiating primary. 'The lateral distri-

bution of muons depends on high energy hadron interaction 

characteristics. 

The muon energy spectrum and the lateral distribution 

of muons have been studied by different authors( 25 - 33 ) •. In 1960, 

Greisen(?) compiled the results of Bennet, Clark, Earl, Kraushaar, 

Linsley, Rossi and Scherb and give the expressions of energy 

dependence and size dep~ndence of muon distribution and size 

dependence of muon energy spectrum. He has given an emperical 

relation of muon distribution for muon energies upto 500 GeV and 

5 8 the shower size range 10 -10 as 
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1- N 7 O. 75 
I e I 

L 1o6_1 

1- 0.14r0 • 37 
3 7 

I E +2 I 
L. p _/ 

1- 51 7 
j Ep+so_/ 

where f:. is the density of muon with energy )E and at a distance 
p .-.P 

r from the shovJer core. N is the total number of muons per p 

The integral energy spectrum of muons in a shower of 

given size could be represented by a power law with an exponent 

in the range of -1.2 to -1.6 at muon energies >100 GeV by several 

authors(34- 37 ). Below this energy_ the spectrum flattens continu-

d . (35-38) ously an the exponent ~s about -1.0 • 

Khrenov and Linsley(3g) have deduced an emperical 
0 

formula by usi~g the recent data from Moscow Magnetic spectre-

metre as follows. 

5.103 -0.55~0.1~0.07 
, r) = ----1 4-,r exp(-n0.62.r/80)lp0.78 

(E +250) • L • 

, N , r) 
e 

r -2 m 
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. where Y'l = (E + 2) /12 and f = N /2.10 5 , valid for the shower size 
\. J-1 e 

ran_ge 3.104 -106 and muon energy range 5 GeV to 6.103 GeV. 

Lateral distribution of muons with threshold energies 

less than 500 GeV has been studied by several authors( 13 , 28 ,4°-44 ). 

Both power law and exponential forms have been used to fit the 

data. The density of muons at a distance r from the axis of the 

shower is 

;Ji' (r) = Ar -Q(,exp ( -r /r ) 
~rr o 

-2 m 

By integrating this equation ·ove·r whole area, the total 

number of muons has been found. By using. the relation of shower 
.# ..... , 

size and muon size, many authors (26 , 41.' 4s-si) have attempted to 

extract the information on high energy interactions as well as 

compositions. The age dependence of lateral density distribution 

of low energy muons have been studied by several authors(40 , 41 , 52 ). 

They have shown that the densities are larger for older shower 

than the younger ones. 
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CHAPTER-III 

THE EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

3.1 Introduction 

.The NBU air shower array is now operated with twentyone 

scintillation detectors, ·two shielded muon magnetic spectrographs 

and a neon flash tube chamber. The author participated in all 

types of setting up activities under the project sponsored by 

Department of Atomic Energy, Govt. of India. The design, construe-

tion and characteristics of systems are described in this chapter. 

3.2 The air shower array 

. The NBU air shower array now consists of twentyone 

scintillation detectors for the measurement of electron density 

at different points in a shower. The relative position of each 

detector is shown in figure 3.1. The electron density detectors 

are sc~ntillation counters constructed with EARC {Bhabha Atomic 

Research Centre, Bombay, India) plastic scintillators of two 

different sizes, 0.25 m2 and 0.125 m2 • These detectors are 

arranged at various locations covering an area of about 1200 m2 

in a way that small detectors are near the centre of the array. 

The array also includes two magnetic spectrograph units and a 
~ 

neon flash tube chamber as muon detectors. The ma~etic spectra-

graphs limit the zenith angle of acceptance of the incident near 
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vertical showers to a few degrees. 

3.3 The electron density detectors : Scintillation counter 

Each scintillator used in the detector is of 5 em 

thickness, mounted firmly within a light tight aluminium holder 

in shape of a pyra~id. A DUMONT 6364 photomultiplier tube mounted 

suitably to view the scintillator, forms the detector. The 

schematic diagram of the detector is shown in f{gure 3.2. 

The pulses from all 21 detectors are amplified by BEL 

IC741, operational amplifier. This amplifier acts as a preampli-

fier, each of gain ='30. The puls~s from each detector-are sent 

to the-main laboratory where they are again amplified by main 

amplifier of appropriate gain. The main amplifier preserves the 

original shape after amplification upto the saturation value of 

10 volts. In the next stage, this pulse is fed to 

Hold 1 circuit(!) which keeps the pulse stored for 

the •sample and 

~:-J 
about 3 p:s- by 

charging a condenser. At the end of charging, this condenser 

discharges and is ready to· accept information for the next event. 

Upto this stage, all the pulses from detectors are accepted. The 

performance of each detector was studied during calibration by 

measuring single par-ticle pulse height. The variation of pulse 

height from the centre of the detector to its edge is within 

+ 10%. 
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3,.4 Magnetic spectrograph unit 

Two identical magnetic spectrograph units separated by 

a distance of 4 m have been installed in a housing at a distance 

of 20 m from the centre of the array. The arrangement is shown 

in figure 3.1. Each unit contains constant field regions of solid 

iron electromagnets of height 1 m for the deflection of char_ged 

particles, four neon flash-tube trays (T1 , T
2

, T
3

, T4 ) for 

accurate location of muon trajectory and three G.M~ qounter trays 

(G
1

, G
2

, G
3

) for selecting vertical muons (figure 3.3). Four 

cameras are also used for recording photographically the flashes 

of the tubes. To remove electronic components an absorber of 

concrete, about 1 m thickness, is provided on the roof about 1 

meter above the spectrograph unit. Additional lead absorber of 

about 5 em thickness is also placed above the top tray of the 

spectrograph to increase the absorbing capability of the electro-

nic component. Whole of the magneticspectrograph unit is shielded 

by G.I. mesh for screening the noise at the data handling system 

(figure 3 .4). 

3.5 Neon flash tube chamber : Muon detector 

The neon flash tube chamber in the NBU air shower array 

is shown in figure 3.5. It consists of six layers of neon flash 

tubes installed in an insulated shielded chamber. Perfect shield-

l· ing and the grounding of the chamber is essential for noise free 

recording of the EAS. At the top of the chamber a cover of 5 em 
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of lead is placed to get rid of electrons. Each layer of the 

chamber contains 99 tubes arranged in such a way that a single 

particle passing through the flash chamber must discharge the 

tubes lyin·g on the trajectory of the particle. The NFT chamber 
.;:1. 
v· 

co~ers an area 1m X·1 m for the location Of muon trajectories. 

3.6 Solid-iron magnets 

The schematic diagram of one magnet is shown in 

figure 3.6. The solid-iron blocks were constructed( 2 ) using low 

carbon content steel plates, 12.5 mm thick. The plates are of 

size 180 ern x 125 em with a rectangular hole of size 19 em x 

35 em at the centre. 80 plates are mounted vertically one above 

another on an iron framework. Both the longer arms of the 

magnets are wound with 600 turns of 14 s.w.g. double cotton 

covered copper wire. The power requirement for each magnet when 

operated at 15 amp current is 2.3 kilowatts. The power supplies 

were fed with stabilized A.C. source and high wattage D.C. · 

rectifier (incorporated with reversing switch for the reversal 

of current). The temperature of the coil _ranges·between 34°C and 

42°C for an initial room temperature of 30°C. 

During the installation of the plates, secondary wires 

(22 s.w.Q.) of single turn are wound around each group of five 

plates at different places of the magnets in order to make 

provision for the measurement of magnetic field in these regions. 
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3.7 Measurement of the magnetic field 

The magnetic field is measured by means· of a calibrated 

fluxmeter. The circuit used for the measurement is shown in 

figure 3.7. S being the search coil wrapped round each group of 

five plates at different places of the magnets. The fluxmeter is 

calibrated by means of a 10 mH fixed mutual induc~ance. 

(a) Variation of_magnetic field with excitation current 

To investigate the stability of magnetic flux, the 

variation of the magnetic field with excitation current is stu-

died. The fractional change in field oB/B to that in current 

~I/I i.e., the factor F ~ (I/B)(aB/oi) is minimum when the iron 

is completely saturated and this factor determines the stability 

of the magnetic flux against variation of current. The variation 

of this factor (F). with current and the variation of the magnetic 

field (B) with current is .shovm in figure 3 .8. A compromise 

should be made in choosing the operating current so that the 

factor F is minimum and heat production is also not high. An 

excitation current of 15 Amp is found to be optimum and at that 

current, F is found to be 0.1. 

(b) Variation of magnetic field B 

To study the uniformity of magnetic field throughout 

the iron, measurement of ·magnetic flux was made on each group of 

five plates in the wound and unwound arms •. The mean results for 

wound arms of lef~ and right magnets are shown in figure 3.9. 
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and that:for unwound arms in figure 3.10. The mean magnetic 

field from 16 groups for wound and unwound arms are respectively 

16.2 Kgauss and 15.9 Kgauss. From these figures it is clear that 

the magnetic field inside the iron is sufficiently uniform and 

the ~pparent nonuniformity (less than ± 2%) is due to the varia-

tion of the dimensions of.the groups of plates. 

(c) Leakage of ·ma,gnetic field in air 

The leakage field in the air above the surface of the 

magnet is measured by rotating a search coil with the operating 

current at 15 amp. The variation of the leakage field (H in 

Oersted) with height above the magnet is shown in figure 3.11 at 

three positions 1, 2, 3 as indicated in figure 3.6. The line 

integral of the leakage field is found to be 0. 04% of the field 

B, within the iron at the excitation current of 15 Amp. The 

leakage field is thus found to have negligible effect on the 

trajectories of the particles. 

3a8 · The neon flash-tubes 

The neon flash-tube was first used as charged particle 

detector by Conversi et al (3 ) for the location of high energy 

cosmic ray particles over large areas. Further developments of 

the flash-tube were 1made by Barsanti et al (4 ) .and Gardner et 

al (5 ). The tUbe is an ordinary glass filled with neon gas, one 
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end of which has a flat window for observing the discharge. The 

tubes are painted black to shield light,from the adjacent tubes. 

(a) The principle of operation 

The passage of.a .charged particle through the flash 

tube ionizes the gas inside causing the emission of secondary 

electrons. These electrons are further accelerated by applying a 

high electric field on to the tubes within a very short time after 

the passage of particle. Thus the electrons gain sufficient 'energy 

to produce more secondary electrons and an electron avalanche is 

produced. As .a result almost the whole volume. of the neon atoms 

are excited. The excited atoms return to their ground state 

resulting in a luminous discharge in the tubes which are recorded 

photographi~ally. Recently, an electronic method(6 ) of recording 

has been developed which can avoid the tedious method of record

ing and scanning by photographic method. 

. (7) .. 
Ayre and Thompson . had developed this probe method 

for recording of the·neon flash tube glow electronically. This 

technique was used by Durham Un~versity MAR$ spectrograph group 

for recording of flash-tube glows• A metal probe·in the form of. 

a disc at the end of a brass rod is placed close to the flat end 

of each flash-tube. When a tube gives a flash, a pulse of several 

volts is obtained across the resistor between the probe and the 

ground. This pulse is due to the capacitative coupling between 

the probe and the ionised gas which differs distinctly from the 
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high voltage noise pulse picked up by the probe from, the high 

voltage pulse on the electrodes and also from the high frequency 

radiation from the discharge in the neon flash-tube. This noise 

pulse has been reduced to a minimum by using insulated shielding 

by G.I. mesh and grounded at a single point. 

The electronic method of detection for a single tube 

is shown in figure 3.12. The neon tube is placed between two 

aluminimum electrodes. The metal probe in the form of a thin disc 

is placed close to the flat end of the tube. The entire tube 

together with the electrodes is enclosed in a metal cage of G.I. 

netting. Only_ the flat end window of the tube is kept outside 

the enclosure. The metal cage shielding is grounded at a single 

point which is found out by trial for a minimum noise pick-up. 

The metal probe is connected to the ground through a resistor R. 

The voltage pulse across R due to discharge of the flash tube is 

fed to a multivibrator circuit through a capacitor C and the same 

circuit is used to control a LED display unit. For the reduction 

of the spurious glow of the LED display due to the high frequency 

electromagnetic radiation the entire electronic circuit together 

with r~sistor R and capacitor C is enclosed in another G.I. cage 

which is also grounded at a single point. The metal probe is 

connected to the resistor R by a shielded cable the shield being 

attached to the second shielding cage. The glow of the LED dis

play gives an indication of the discharge of the flash-tube due 

to passage of a charged particle through it. Further, this 

I 
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electrical pulse may be transformed into digitised form \;or 

recording the number of the particular tube. Thi·s technique 

needs further improvement for·its actual application in 

magneticspectrograph. 

(b) Characteristics of the neon flash-tube 

The performance of a. flash-tube is stated in terms· of· 

its efficiency which can be defined as the probability of initia

ting luminous discharge by the passage of a ionising particle. 

The characteristics of the flash-tubes were studied systematically· 

by a group of physicists o£. the University of Durham, U.K. For

practic~l purposes the efficiency is defined in two ways· (i) layer 

efficiency as the ratio of the number of single flas.hes observed 

in a Layer to the number of particles traversed through that 

layer. (ii) Internal efficiency as the product of l~yer effici-

ency to the ratio of the separation of the tube centres to the 

internal diameter of the tubes. The efficiency of the tubes depend 

on (i) the nature and the purity of the gas in the tubes (ii) the 

hi9h- voltage parameters such as pulse height, rise t·ime, delay 

time and pulse width. 

Gardener et al (S) showed that there is no significant 

difference in efficiency between the tubes filled with spectre-

scopic neon and those filled with commercial neon gas. It was 

also shown that the efficiency does not depend on the ·length of 

the tube but it falls very rapidly as 'the diameter is decreased. 

-- ---------------------------------------~ ------------------------------- ---------------------
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The efficiency also increases with the increase of pressure. 

The dependence of efficiency on the high voltage pulse 

characteristics was studied by Coxell and Wolfendale(a). The 

pr0bability of flashing increases with pulse height but decreases 

with increase of delay time and also the rise time of the pulse. 

The dependence of efficiency-on the field (E), time delay (TD) 

and rise time (TR) with gas pressure as parameter is shown in 

figure 3.13 (Coxell(g)). The tubes were 100 em long and 1.5 em 

in diameter filled with 

pressure of about 60 em 

( 98% Ne, 2% H , < 2 o o v A, o
2
' , N

2 
) e pm 

of Hg (V =volume per million). pm 

to a 

Some flashes which are not associated with the incident 

particle are referred to as 'spurious flashes'. Coxell and 

Wolfendale(a) showed that the spurious flashes are mainly due to 

the radioactive contamination of the glass and surroundings. The 

spurious flashes increase with the increase of the field because 

small number of electrons are sufficient to initiate the discharge 

a.t high field. 

Another important characteristic of the flash-tube also 

(8) 
repo~ted by Coxell and Wolfendale . is that there is no signifi-

6 cant decrease in efficiency upto 10 discharges. 

The mechanism of the flash-tube discharge was studied 

theoretically by Lloyd(lo>. Though the mechanism is not very 

clear yet it can explain some important features of the flash-tube 

s~ch as the dependence of the efficiency on _the delay time etc. 
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The following are the essential conditions for 

maximum efficiency and inten~ity of flashes. 

(i) high voltage pulse should be consistent with the 

low rate of spurious flashing. 

(ii) rise time of the pulse should be as small as 

possible ( ""0. 5 p. sec). 

(iii) the delay time between the passage of particle 

and the application of voltage pulse in the tube should be small 

( NlQ p. sec). 

(iv) the width of the high voltage pulse should be 

small. 
(v) for maximum intensity, the direction of photography 

and the axes of the tubes should be in the same line. 

(c) The application of the flash-tubes in the magnetic 

spectrograph. 

The NBU magnetic spectrograph unit consists of four 

limbs of magnets each of which consists of four flash-tube trays 

for the accurate location of particle trajectories. Each tray 

consists of 120 neon flash-tubes arranged in eight layers of 15 

tubes each. The tubes in each layer are staggered in such a way 

that a single particle passing through a tray must traverse at 

least four tubes. The staggering arrangement of the flash-tubes 

in a tray is shown in figure 3.14. The tubes in each tray are 
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supported on slots milled accurately in 'duraluminium• bars by 

means of a milling machine at 'Central'Mechanical Research 

Institute •, Durgapur, India. Thin aluminium electro¢ies (1/32 11
) 

are placed betw~en each layer of tubes. The horizontal separation 

of the tube centre is 1.999 + 0.002 em which is referred to as 

one tube separation (t.s.). The vertical separation betw~en the 

tube centre in a pair of adjacent layers is 2.8 em. The charac-

teristics of the flash-tube trays are given in table 3.1. 

The error in measurement increases with the variation 

of tube diameters and bending of the tubes. So the tubes are 

placed in such a way that the bending of the tube, if any, is in 

the vertical plane. 

Table.:..3 .1. 

Characteristics of the flash-tubes used in the NBU air shower 

experime;nt 

Glass 

Internal diameter 

External diameter 

Horizontal separation of the 
tube centres 

Vertical separation of the layers 

Length of the tubes 

Ga_s Pres sure 

Average internal efficiency _ 

Av~rage layer efficiency 

Soda 

1.55 ern 

1.8 ern 

1.999 + 0.002 ern 

2.8 em 

100 em and 200 ern 

60 em of Hg 

99.2% 

76.9% 
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3.9 The description of the control electronics for EAS array. 

The main part of the control electronics for cosmic 

ray experiment is the data-handling system of shower selecti0n 

and density measurement of electrons. This electronic circuit is 

also connected with magnetic spectrograph control unit and NFT 

chamber control unit. 

{a) Shower selection and electron density measuring 

system. 

Shower selection and data handling system of electron 

is shown in figure 3.4. Pulses from each scintillator are 

amplified to a desired amount and then discriminated with 

adjustable biases by which the level of response for each 

detector can be set to any desired counting rate. These counting 

rates correspond to certain minimum densities of particles. in 

the detector. The fulfilment of the criteria for shower selection 

is based on three-fold coincidence between these pulses coming 

from any three adjacent detectors {detector 1 to detector 7) 

{figure 3.1). This coincidence generates a master pulse which 

operates the electronic system that records the electron density 

of the individual detectors on a paper tape. 

The amplified analogue output from all 21 detectors of 

the array are fed to the 'Sample and Hold' circuits by charging 

capacitors for about 3 FS after the triggering of the 'Master 

Control Unit' {MCU) by the master pulse. As soon as the master 
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control unit is triggered it gives a hold command to the sample 

and hold unit, switches off the input lines, gates off the 

coincidence circuit from the MCU and sends a start pulse to the 

programmed ADC (Analog-to-Digital Convertor(ll)) and the memory 

programme unit. Hold command off the coincidence circuit for 33 

sec (paralising time) which is controled by MCU. Once ADC progra

mme unit is triggered, it connects all the pulses at the output 

of the sample and hold circuits by the analogue-multiplexer one 

after another to the ADC. The total time to scan all the channels 

is about 8 msec. After scanning the first channel the ADC gives 

a write pulse to the memory for writing the digital information 

in the memory. As soon as the counting in the first channel is 

over, the ADC programme initiates the multiplexer to con~ect the 

second channel and write the digital information to the memory 

in the similar way. The NBU air shower data-handling system has 

a provision to detect density from 32 channels but at present 21 

detectors are operated. So after the completion of scanning for 

32 channels i.e., at the end of writing, a read pulse is genera-

ted from the memory programme unit which in turn operates on the 

memory unit for recording the digital information on a paper tape 

by a line printer. All the processes are completed within 12 sec 

after coincidence trigger. After 33 sec the analogue switch is 

opened and it switches on the input lines for the-next event. 

Paralising time is made high for the operation of magnetic 

spectrograph unit and NFT chamber. 
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The response capabi~ity of the array is shown in 

figure 3.15 as the area bounded by four lines. Two horizontal 

lines show the dynamic range and two vertical lines indicate the 

range of distance for density sampling. The trigger is based on 

three-fold coincidence under the threshold condition of 4 parti~ 

cles per m2 • It is observed, by using the G.M. telescope at 

'different position, that the variation of efficiency for all the 

detectors from the centre to the edge is within ± 10% as shown 

in figure 3.16. 

(b) Electronic circuits connected with the magnetic 

spectrograph unit •. 

The block diagram of the electronic circuits connected 

with magnetic spectrograph unit is shown in figure 3.17. The G.M. 

pulses from· the trays (G
1

, G
2 

and G
3

) (Figure 3.3) are first 

amplified by operational. amplifier at the order of 5 vo~ts. Then 

·the amplified G.M. pulse is shaped by flip-flop circuit. Master 

pulse is also shaped by flip-flop circuit. The G.M. pulses a·re 

first made coincident by three input NAND gate and the output of 

it is connected with the master pulse from the air shower trigger

ing system by two input NAND gate for coincidence (figure 3.17). 

The output of the NAND gate i.e.; the coincidence pulse is then 

r=i 
fed to the base of a power transistor (figure 3 .1~) for trigger-

ing the magnetic spectrograph units. The output pulse from the 

power transistor fires a thyratron (5C22/XH-16-200) which in turn 

. discharges a condenser (0.05 J-Lf). charged to 12 KV through a· 100 
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ohm noninductive resistance. The resulting high voltage pulse 

is then applied to the electrode plates between the flash-tube 

layers. Four such high voltage pulsing unit supply pulses to 16 

flash tube trays. The diagram of the high voltage pulsing unit 

is shown in figure 3.19. The figure 3.20 shows the high voltage 

d.c. power supply which supplies 12 KV to the pulsing unit. The 

rise time and the time delay between the passage of the particle 

through the spectrograph and the application of the pulse to the 

flash-tube trays are 0.75t"'sec and 5fsec respectively. 

The same pulse from the power transistor triggers two 

monostable multivibrators, which in turn operate two relays, 

one of which is used in winding the films in the cameras after 

recording the event and another relay is used to operate the neon 

fiducial bulbs which act as reference marks on the side of the 

trays. 

3.10 The calibration of the density detectors 

" The gain of the main amplifiers us~d in the electronic 

system is 10. The ADC measures the amplified output through 

sample and hold and analogue multiplexer. For correct operation 

of t.he circuit the digital output for all the channels should be 

checked with reference to the first channel. For this purpose a 

pulser is connected to the first channel and it is shorted with 

all other channels one after another. Hence the digital output 
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for all the channels are measured and compared. First channel 

is used as reference since there is a provision for trigg~ring 

the system for pulses coming from the first channel.· 

After cross calibration of electronic circuits the 

detectors are connected one after another. For calibration of 

the detector, three fold coincidence of G.M. telescope is used 

to trigger for single particle passing through the scintillator. 

The calibration for all the detectors is taken periodically for 

a couple of days. 

The density A·is related to the digital output (D) by 

the relation 

A= D/S.M 

where M = 45 (obtained from calibration curve) 

and S = the area of the detector 

The digital output for single particle pulse height is 45 as is 

seen from figure 3.21. 

3.11- The alignment of the magnetic spectrograph 
/ 

The magnetic spectrograph unit consists of .-16 neon 

flash-tube trays, 4 in each limb of magnets. The alignment of 

.each-four trays (2 at the top and 2 at the bottom of the magnet) 

and the geometrical constants of the spectrograph are of great 

importance so far as the accuracy of measurement of the momentum 
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is concerned. Each flash-tube tray is fitted with two horizontal 

perspex plates placed diagonally opposite and through each of 

which two very small holes of 1 mm diameter are bored. The holes 

are in identical positions on each tray. Four monofilament nylon 

threads (0.2 mm diameter) are passed through such holes situated 

at exactly identical positions at four corners of each tray. Each 

of these threads is tied to a brass (nonmagnetic) bob at the 

bottom. Adjustment is made in such a way that each thread passes 

through all the four holes in the four trays without touching the 

perspex wall of 1 mm bore. ·In this way all the flash-tubes are 

made parallel to each other to an accuracy of 0.2 mm and the 

trays are bolted rigidly to the frame work at correct position. 

The constants of the spectrograph indicated in the figure 3.22 

are given in table 3.2. 

Table-3 .2 

The geometrical constants of the spectrograph 

l 
Vertical I 
dimension l 

I 

L 

Distance 1 
in em ~ 

I 
85 

85 

105 

1 

Horizontal 
dimension 

ao 

b 
0 

c 
0 

d 
0 

t.s. = 1.999 

Relative distance in em 

Magnet 1 (M
1

) : Magnet 2 (M
2

) 

0 0 

-0.008 +0.010 

+0.006 -0.009 

-0.010 -o·.oo5 

+ 0.002 em 
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3.12 Calculation of the triggering probability 

The determination of the effective area for the showers 

that are detected by an array is very difficult. This is calcula-

ted by finding the triggering probability of the detector by 

using·the Poissonian statistics. The probability that n particles 

cross a detector of area A m2 is 

where 6m-2 is the mean density in the shower. 

So the probability that the shower p~sses through a 

counter of area A is 

p ( 6, A) = 1-exp (-bA) 

The probability Pm that m counters of area A
1

, A
2 

,_ ••• 

A will be crossed by a shower of average· density D. at;. the 
n 

counters is given by the product of p ( A,A) for each detector 

i.e., 

m . 1- 7 
P (A

1 
, A

2 
, • • • • • • A ; D. ) = 11 I 1 - exp (-A A ) I 

m n n=1L n_l 

In calculating the triggering probability, Hillas 

structure. function is used. The variation of the triggering 

probability with shower size for two different core distances 

from the central detector is shown in figure 3.23. 
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,.,.. 

3.13 Estimation of the effective detection area 

Showers of all sizes with their cores at all points 

are recorded so long as they satisfy the triggering condition. 

To obtain the absolute flux of showers in a particular size group 

it is necessary to knovl the efficiency of detection of shov1ers 

with cores at a particular distance from the centre of the array. 

In the present analysis only the showers are accepted 

whose core position is within a circle of the detection effici-

ency greater· than 90%. Then the efficiency of the detecting 

showers as a function of shower size at different distances need 

not be taken into account, since within this area it is nearly 

equal to unity. 

To determine the 90% efficient area, the array is 

divided into annular rings around the array centre. For a parti-

cular size and age, the shower core is randomly selected in a 

particular ring and the density expected at each detector is 

calculated using Hillas structure function (Chapter II). These 

individual densities are then fluctuated with a \Saussian error 

distribution of standard deviation L-~(0.04 + s-1 )_7 ~,which 
is due to the 20% systematic error and the statistical fluctua-. 

tion. Using this fluctuation the selection criterion for the 

particular sho\•Ter size group is checked to find out whether the 

particular shower is selected or not·. 200 shm·1ers were generated 

in each annular ring for a given initial size and age. The frac-

tion of showers out of the total showers gives the efficiency 
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for the particular annular ring. An example of detection 

efficiency as a function of radial distance is shown in figure 

3.24. From this the radius of the annular ring of the 90% 

efficiency circle (R
90

> is obtained. 

3.14 Maintenance of the apparatus 

In order to maintain uniformity of response from 

scintillator, the performance of the linear amplifiers. used for 

calibration and selection, the system is checked frequently. The 

rates of each of the density detectors are monitored continuously 

to.check the photomultiplier-pre~mplifier system of the density 

detectors. Seven segment LED display provides a visual check on 

the rates of the density detectors •. 

The plateau region of the G.M. counter is checked 

frequently. The small range discharging G.M. counters are replaced 

by new counters. 

The ground points of the insulated shielding screen 

(which is responsible for minimising noise pulse) are checked 

frequently .. 
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DATA ANALYSIS AND_~~-ESTIMATION 

4.1 Introduction 

The data collected in·the present experiment are 

divided into two categories, shower data recorded on a paper 

tape by means of data handling system (Figure 3.4) and the 

momentum of muons by means of.magnetic spectrograph systems 

(Figure 3.3). All the data have been collected between November 

1984 to May 1985 and November 1985 to February 1986. During this 

period 17,067 shov1er data and 1,229 muon data have been regis

tered. All the data have been analysed in two parts (i) The air 

shower data have been analysed with the help of a computer, 

1WIPRO-Z650 1 of NBU Computer Centre, with specific FORTRAN 

programing. (ii) Magnetic deflection of muon is measured by means 

of •track simulation• method. The maximUm detectable momentum 

(m.d.m) of the spectrograph have been calculated. 

·An estimate of errors on shower parameters are obtained 

by analysing a set of artificially generated showers having 

fluctuated densities. The errors involved in calculating the 

momentum of muons are also calculated. 

4.2 Shower data analysis 

A shower is analysed by computer 'WIPRO-Z650 1 using an 

iterative procedure. The observed electron densities in different 
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detectors are fitted to Hillas structure function for lateral 

distribution of electrons in a shower. From the fitting, the best 

fit values for the shower core position, size and age parameter 

are obtained. The procedure is stated below. 

The density A for a particular detector is related to 

the printed output D, given by 

6 = D/(S.M) . . . . . . (4.1) 

where S is the area of that detecto~ and M is a constant whose 

value is obtained by calibration procedure described in Chapter-

III. 

The air shower parameters are the shower size, Ne, core 

coordinates (X , Y ) and the age s. Assuming a particular 
0 0 

lateral distribution function, these parameters can be calculated 

by knowing only four of the·measured densities. But there are 

certain things which may alter this picture. There could be local 

fluctuation in densities. Fluctuation also arises due to ·statis-

tical nature of response·of the detectors. There could be random 

instrumental errors in the measurement of the densities. A 

statistical fit to the experimental data is therefore necessary 

to estimate the shower parameters. The most powerful' tool for a 

statistical fit of the experimental data with expected value is 

~2 minimisation. An iterative process of determining the shower 

parameters is to adjust the value of the shower parameters such 

that the value of '><.2 , defined by 
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~ 
Ae, i) 

is minimum. Where A o, i is the density observed at the i th 

density detector, be,i is the density expected at the i th 

detector, W. is the weightage factor attached with each measure. ~ 

ment of the predicted densities, which also include the statisti-

cal and instrumental errors and n is the number of qetectors that 

have received an usuable density. 

In principle it is possible to obtain the best fit 

values for the four yariables X
0

, Y
0

, s and N
9 

by solving four 

simultaneous equations of the form 

a'X'J. 
a~i 

::;:Q 

where ~i are the above four variables. 

Hov~ver, these equations are highly non-linear and 

cannot be solved easily. Hence an iterative procedure is used for 

~inimizing the ~2 using the method of steepest descent. For this 

iterative procedure the initial estimates of these parameters are 

necessary. 

The initial estimate of the core location is made by 

using.the symmetry of the lateral distribution function. The. 

'centre of.gravity' of the density distribution is given by 

n n 
Xo == ~ Ao,i Xi/~ .c6.o,i. 

1=1 f;i 
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where Xi, Yi are the coordinates of the i th dete.ctor. The showers 

arriving at the plane of the detectors require some correction for 

any inclination. It is ignored as the angular distribution of 

showers is rather steep • .An initial estimate of s is obtained from 

the logarithmic slope of the density distribution around the 

density weighted centre. Then, given a set of values for X
0

, Y
0 

and s, the corresponding value of Ne is obtained by solving the 

equation 

0 

which gives a cubic equation of type 

N 3 + GN + t =·0 e e 

where C and tare the functionsof core location and age (s). 

With these initial estimates of X , Y , s and N , the o o e 

values of )(; 2 and the various components of 'Q'X 2 are calculated. 

The weightage factor W. is simp~y given by W. 
1 1 

The quantityX2 can be thought of as to be a surface 

in 4-dimensional space (X • Y, s and N ). The air shower para-o o e 

meters are obtained by locating the minimum of that surface. 
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With the value of %2 and v'X,2 the initial estimates of 

X~, Y
0 

and s are inc.remented by an amount proportional to the 

respective component of 'VX 2 in the direction of -vx2 • With 

these new X , Y and s the new X.2 and VX} are calculated. ·Th. ese 
0 0 

new values are accepted if the newx2 is less ·than the old. If 

2' 
the new~ is greater than the old ~2 , the new values are rejected 

and the increments are scaled down by a factor of two and the 

process is continued until the difference between th!3 successive 

~2 per degree of freedom is less than 0.01 and the current values 

of X , Y , s and N are taken as the best fit values of the shower 
o o e 

parameter~. It is found from the analysis of artificial shm..rers 

tnat the above condition ensures that the final %2 is very close 

to the minimum. If the above condition is not reached within 200 

iterations, the.further minimiz~tion is abandoned and the current 

values of the parameters are accepted, since in such cases it has 

been found that it oscilla.tes between two values very close· to 

the minimum. 

A flow chart for ~2 minimisation procedure for finding 

the shower parameters is shown in figure 4.1. A regular check on 

the analysis is kept by plotting the distribution of normalized 

~2 fOr each set of shower analyzed. A typical distribution of 

normalized x2 is shown in figure 4.2. 
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4.3 Muon data analysis 

The momentum of a muon is determined from 'the deflection 

in the magnetic field. The momentum of a particle with charge e, 

is related to the radius of curvature p of its path through a 

magnetic field B by the equation 

p = 300 Bf eV/c . . . 
If dl be an element of path normal to the field then 

Hence, 

dl 
f= de 

e = 3oo J B~l 

• • • {4. 2) 

Neglecting the energy loss in the material,the momentum p(eV/c) 

is given by, 

P = :- e'-~ 
'.._, ' .-

• • • ••• (4. 3) 

where B is in gauss, 1 in em and 9 is the deflection due to the 

magnetic field in radians. The angular deflection is calculated 

from the three or four measured coordinates of the four flash-tube 

trays (T
1

, T
2

, T
3

, T4 ). The coordinates are shown in figure 3.22. 

The relation betw~en these coordinates and the angular deflection 

assuming the small angle approximation is given by 

e = 1 L- Cb -a ) + c c -d) + (b -a ) + < c -d ) 1 
12 0 0 0 0 - • • • (4 .4) 
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for the muon traversing all four trays. If the·rnuon traverse only 

three trays out of four then equation (4.4) becomes 

e = 1 L-2 (b-a) - (c-iO + 2 ('}1, -a ) - (~0-iiJO) J 
12 0 0 -

or, 9=1 L-(c-b)-2(d-c) + (c -b)- 2(d -c) 7 
12 0 0 0 0 -

Therefore, p = t L-300 • B • L • 1 2_7 

= c;s . . . 
where e = cS/12 

... (4.S.a) 

. . . (4.S.b) 

. . . (4. 6) 

Thus the momentum p is related to the quantity S , 

which is directly determined ·from the coordinates a,b,c,d. For 

NBU spectrographs B = 16.2 Kgauss, at a current 15 amps, L is the 

effective magnetic length= 100 ern and thus C = 20.67 GeV/c(t.s.). 

The coordinates a , b , c , d are found from the alignment 
0 0 0 0 

measurement and a, b, c, d are obtained from the analysis of the 

photograph for each event. Hence, 

p(cS ~-8 ) = 2o.67 GeV/c Ct.s) rn ~~ o . . . (4. 7) 

where G is the deflection due to the magnetic field and 8 is 
rn o 

the deflection due to the geometry of the system which depends on 

the alignment of the spectrograph. 

4.4 Maximum detectable momentum of the spectrograph 

If the spectrograph is exactly symmetrical about the 

central line, the trajectory will be as in figure 3.22 i.e., the 
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incident and emergent path should meet at the central line pro-

vided that there is no source of error, in measuring ~, and no 

source of deflection except the magnetic field. But the follow-

ing three sources of error cause a discrepancy E at the central 

line of the spectrograph, 

(i) track location error due to the finite diameter of 

the tubes. 

(ii) ·multiple coulomb scattering error. 

(iii) loss of energy in traversing the magnet, part·i-

cularly for low energy particles. 

The quantity E determines the accuracy with which 

measurement of momentum is possible by the .spectrograph. For an 

example, referring to figure 3.22 the 

• • • ... (4.8) 

and 

Assuming the contribution to e from multiple Coulomb scattering 

to be small it is possible to derive an expression for m.d.m of 

the spectrograph taking into account the track location error is 

the only contribution to € • 

Assuming the existance of equal errors ~. in location 
~ 

of the track in all four trays of flash-tubes the standard error 
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in deflection 6 is 

Similarly the error in € follows from equation (4.8) 

The measured values of 1
2 

and 1
1 

are equal to 85 em 

Therefore, 

CJE. - Jl Ot [5 

- J1o Cii 
crs (2.1 m) ae 

••• . .. (4. 9) 

The m.d.m of the spectrograph is the momentum which 

corresponds to a deflection equal to the error in the deflection. 

Hence, 

P, d = C/cr-<::> m •• m o 

The m.d.m can also be defined as the momentum which 

cor~esponds to a deflection equal to the most probable error 0n 

the measured deflection and is given by 

p = c;o.6745 ar8 m.d.rn. 

= C/0.4266 <JE ••• . . . (4.10) 

The value of p for NBU spectrograph is·equal to 
m.d.m 

484(±23)GeV/c for Ue= O.lOO(±.c..-0.005)t.s. and the lowest value of 
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momentum that can be detectable is 2.5 GeV/c. 

4.5 The measurement.with zero magnetic field 

Without excitation current in the magnets the spectro

graph is operated by means of G.M. coincidence (without shower 

analysing system) for about 15 hours and about 800 particles are 

collected. The frequency distribution· of the deflections is shown 

in figure 4.3. The distribution is compared with the Gaussian 

distribution (continuous curve) with the same standard deviation. 

The observed deflection is due to (i) an error in loca

tion of tracks at each tray and (ii) the multiple Coulomb scatter

ing in the iron. Both the effects cause the defl.ections posi~iv~ 

and negative with equal probability and hence to show the Gaussian 

distribution with a mean value zero. Sharp Gaussian curve means, 

the error in alignment of the trays is quite small. 

4.6 Momentum measurement technique 

(a) Projector method of analysis 

To obtain the,exact position -of the tubes flashed in 

the trays, first, the films are projected on the vertical boards 

by a 35 mm film projector. All the boards contain· the serial 

number of the tubes with respect to the fiducial marks. With the 
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aid of the fiducial marks, images of the flashed tubes ar~ 

positioned on·this reference board and the row number and the 

column number for each tray are recorded on a data sheet. 

(b) Track simulation method of analysis 

This technique of analysis was developed by Hyman and 

.Wolfendale(l). This method is quite accurate for high energy 

particles. 

To increase the accuracy in the measurement of a,b,c 

and d the scale diagram of a portion of flash-tube tray is 

enlarged by a factor 2.5 in the horizontal direction and by a 

factor 0.54 in the vertical direction (figure 4.4). A cursor is 
' . 

then adjusted on this scale diagram at an angle previously deter-

mined by the projector method of meas.urement. The mean value of 

the coordinates of the two extreme limits of the track is then 

recorded. 

From actual distribution of the discrepancy at the 

centre (€) with the deflection (cS), the standard deviation ( Cl! ) 

is.calculated to a value equal to 0.100 ± 0.005 (t.s.). So the 

m.d.m of the spectrograph by this method of analysis is equal to 

484 + 23 GeV/c, neglecting the multiple Coloumb scattering and 

the energy loss in the iron, since these are very small for high 

energy particles( 2 ). 
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4.7 Estimation of errors on shower parameters 
I 

From experimentally observed densities of a particular 

shower, the shower parameters Xo, Yo, Ne and s are obtained by ~2 

-minimisation procedure. An estimate of the statistical fluctua-

tions and measurement errors on different parameters are obtained 

in the following manner. A set of artificial showers are simulated 

by fluctuating the expected densities for a given shower size and 

age with a fixed core position .. ~e deviations of the fitted 

parameters from the initial values for these artificial showers 

give an estimate of the errors. 

4.8 Artificial shower analysis 

Estimation of errors is done as a function of initial 

shower size (N ) and shower ~ge (s). The core position of each e 

shower is selected randomly within an area for an initial value 

of N and s and the expe'cted densities of shower particles in . e 

each detector are calculated using a particular lateral distribu-

tion function of Hillas et al (3 ) 

D(N , r, s) = N .c(s) L-r/r _7 -0.53+1.54(s-1) 
e e o 

L-1 + r/r _7 -3.39+0.008(s-1) 
0 

... (4. 11) 

The possible ·errors in densities)due to the statistical 

fluctuation is given by ~ and the systematic error in the mea-

surement is estimated to be 25%. Then t.he total error in A is 

L-A(0.0625A+ a-1 )_7 !z, where 'a' is the area of the -detector. 
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The fluctuation is assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution with 

the total error as a standard deviatione The expected density in 

each detector is fluctuated with the above error distribution 

randomly, for all 21 detectors and this set of fluctuated densi

ties is similar to the experimentally observed densities. The 

distribution of estimated Xo, Yo, Ne, s for initial s of 0.8, 1.0, 

1.2 and intial shower sizes of 4 x 10
4 

and 1 x 105 particles are 

shown in figure 4.5 and 4.6. The arrow mark in each histogram 

indicates the initial values. The result shows that the error in 

core location is within + 1 m whereas the error in shower age is 

± 0.1 and size error is + Oe15 Ne. In the minimisation procedure 

the threshold is at 1 particle for each detector. 

'· 
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CHAPTER-V. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In this chapter the results are given of the present 

experiments, done using NBU air shower array of 21 scintillation 

detectors with two shielded muon magnetic spectrographs, covering 

an area of about 1200 m2 at sea level (1020 gm/cm2 ). 

· The method of analysis of showers to obtain parameters 

Y ) and the momenta of muons is described in the 
0 

chapter IV. The total shower data and muon data have been used to 

obtain the lateral distribution of muons in showers and finally 

the information on primary radiation. A sum of 17,067 showers with 

1,229 muons are considered for the analysis given here. These 

results with possible errors in measurements of different para-

meters are given below. 

5.1 Selection criteria 

All showers with sizes less than the threshold size of 

104 particles are rejected. Showers with reduced chi-square greater 

' 
than 5 are rejected since these have doubtful parameters. Also the 

showers with age parameter less than_ 0.8 and greater than 1.3 are 

rejected since most of these showers are of small size with shower 

cores at large distances from the array. All the data have been 

primarily classified according to the estimated shower size. 
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5.2 Distribution of age parameter 

Showers are grouped in bins of width of factor 2 in 

size. So that 7 bins of showers are considered in the size 

The mean value of age parameter(s) and the width of the 

age parameter (Gr) for different shower sizes are presented in s 

figure 5.1. The mean value .(s) is 1.27 at the size 104 particles 

and decreases.:to :0.91 at size 106 particles. The width of the 

distribution of age parameter ( cr ) also decreases from 0.18 to s 

0.1 over the same size range. The results of Akeno group( 1 ) is 

shown by hatched area. They also used plastic scintillation detec-

tors but only the detection area was different. The nature of 

variation of s with shower size is approximately similar for the 

size range 6 x 104 to 106 particles. Data poi~ts (closed circles) 

are from the KGF experiments( 2 ). There is a knee at the size 

range 4 x 104 • In the present experiment there is no such knee 

but the value of·s is very close to that at the lower shower size 

range. 

5.3 Energr spectrum of primary cosmic rays 

(a) Determination of shower size 

21 scintillation detectors are used to determine the 

densities of electron at different points for a particular shower. 

In the present experiment only one type of triggering condition is 
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used ~or the collection of shower data. The triggering pulse is 

generated from the three-fold coincidence of the central 7 detec-

tors L-detector 1 to detector 7 (figure 3.1)_7. The minimum 

required density for triggering is 4/m2 for 0.25 m2 detectors and 

8/m2 for 0.125 m2 detectors. Number of particles· at different 

detectors are recorded on a paper tape by a line printer. In the 

determination of observed densities the calibrated single parti-

cle pulse height for each detector is used to connect the recor-

ded density into the number of particle per square metre. From 

the observed densities the shov~r size (N ), shower age {s) and e 

core position (r) a~e determined by x2 -minimisation procedure 

using Hillas(3 ) structure function. 

(b) Estimation of flux 

To obtain the primary spectrum all the showers in the 

size range 104 - 106 particles are divided into 7 size bins of 

width of factor 2 in size. Each shower size bin is also subdivided 

into 5 age bins of width 0.1. The radius R90 for 90% efficient 

area is obtained for the lower size limit for each bin. The fre-

quency distribution of showers whose cores are within the radius 

R
90 

for s. = 0.9 - 1.0 and 1.1 - 1.2 are sh0\'11n in figure 5.2. The 

omni-directional flux can be written as 

dF (N. Is . ) '" ~ rt ~~ .:i., s .f ) 
~~.;;;;.J. _]__ dN . ds . ' = ·-..:._.!.,..._) 
dN. ds. J. J ~ .. '~A(~i'- SJ. 

l. J ~ ~ 
• •• ts .1) 

where n(N.,s.) is the number of showers collected for a period of 
l. J 

time T in the ith size bin and j th age bin within R90 • 
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From the study of showers of size N1.o5 , it has been 

observed by Kameda et al ( 4
) at 2770 m above the sea level and by 

McCusker( 5 ) at sea level that the flux F9 {N) coming at a zenith 

angle e can be given in terms of the vertical flux F0 (N) by the 

equation 

Fe (N) • • • ••• (5. 2) 

Kameda (4 ) and McCusker( 5 ) found that the value of n is 6.7 :±. 0.9 

d. 8 . 1 A h · ( 2 ) an IV .3 respect1ve y.. c arya 

4 sea level in the size range 10 

found n = 7 approximately at 

10 7 particles. Thus the omni-

directional flux is obtained from the vertical flux by integrating 

over all zenith angles and'azimuthal angles as 

1n n/2. · · 

F (N) = J J F 
0 

(N)Cosn+1e sine de dcp 
0 0 

= £.rr.. F {N) 
n+2 o . . . (5. 3) 

Therefore the flux in the vertical direction is obtained 

as 

dF (N., s.) 
0 l J 

----·- dN. ds. 
dN.ds. 1 J 

l J 

n {N., s . ) 
l J 1 

= z1r-;. -{ --) (m
2
sec sr)

AN. ,s. 
l J 

• •• 

and thus the integral f·lux in the vertical direction can be 

obtained as 

F (>N.) 
0 l 

9 \ \' n (N., s . ) 

= 2rrr LL A(N~:;~j 
i j l . 

{ 2 )-1 m sec sr . . . 

(5 .4) 

(5. 5) 
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/ I 

(c) Estimation of primary energy from shower size 

The electron size at the maximum shower development N 

(max) is well known as one of the best primary energy estimator 

which does not depend sensitively on. interaction model nor pri

mary composition. The conversion of the N(max) spectrum to the 

energy spectrum of primary cosmic rays. is straight forward-, sirice 

the primary energy (E ) is related to the N (max) by a well defin
o 

ed relation 

E = 1.6 X 109 
X N(max) eV 

0 • • • - (5. 6) 

The value of N (max) is estimated from the observed shower size 

(6) 
by using the longitudinal development curve by Dedenko and 

A . i h . (7 ) u . h di 'b . f . keno a r s ower exper~ment • s~ng t e str~ ut~on o pr~mary 

energy for each size group, the primary energy is· related to the 

s~ower size at depth 930 gmlcm2 (Akeno experiment) by the equation 

E 
0 

= 3.9·X 1015 
X 

1- Ne 7 0.90. 
I 6 I ev •.• 

L. 10 _I 
(5. 7) 

In the present experimen~ we use the relation of TIFR 

(8) 
group based on Monte Carlo simulation. The equation is as 

follows. 

E 
0 

for the shower size range 10
4 

... 
106 particles. 

0.81' 

eV 

. . . (S .8) 
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The integral energy spectrum from electron size is 

plotted in figure 5.3. The observed values are fitted with 
~- E 7-o0 

form F(~E ) = K I --~I 
0 L 6.63 X 10 _/ 

the 

equation of the 

2 ) -1 (m sec sr 

( ) -4 . 
where K = 1.03 + 0.079 X 10 and~= 1.611 + 0.057 

The error bars given on each point represent purely 

statistical errors and depend only on the number of observed show-

ers. 

5.4 Lateral distribution of electrons 

All the showers in the size_ range 104 -106 particles are 

recorded by 21 density sampling points. The ·observed densities' at 

each detectors for a particular shower is determined by calibra-

ting the detectors for single particle pulse height. Shov1er para-

m~ters _ Ne·, s, X
0

, Y
0 

are obtained from the 'observed densities by 

2 ' ' ' . t' d ' H '11 (3 ) t ' ~ -m1n1m1sa 1on proce ure us1ng 1 as s ructure funct1on. 

The observed density is corrected by considering the effect of 

transition in the scintillator and its covering with the rela

tion (9 ) 6 = A
0 

{1.192 - 0.136 log r), where A.· and A are the c c 0 

corrected and observed densities respectively and r is the dist-

ance of the detector from core. Corrected observed densities as a 

function of core distance for different shower sizes are shown in 

figures •lateral-distribution of electrons•. Representative sets 

of our results with the comparison of NKG(lO) structure function 
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and Hillas( 3 ) structure function for four small shower size groups 

are shown in figure 5.4-5.7. The error bars are purely statistical. 

The observed distributions are in good agreement with that of 

expected lateral distribution of Hillas et al (3 ) out to a distance 

25 m. 

5.5 Muon density in showers 

The muons are detected by magnetic spectrograph placed 

within the array. The effective·threshold for muons associated 

with an EAS in the near vertical direction is 2.5 GeV. Selected 

showers are divided in groups according to their sizes and the 

distance r between the shower axis and the registered muons in 

the same horizontal plane. All the shovrers with age between 0.8 

to 1.3 are considered for this selection. All the recorded muons 

are then subdivided according to different threshold energy. 

5.5.1 Estimation of muon density 

In the present experiment the muon density (f_-. ( ~E ,r) p . p 
is obtained by purely statistical way. Let N(N ,r) be the total e 

number of recorded showers with average size Ne having mean core 

distance from the muon detector r and n (N ,r) be the number of P e 

muo~s detected by the magnetic spectrographswith effective area 

A within those showers, then the average density of muons for p 
that average value of Ne and r is given by 
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••• . .. (5. 9) 

The effective area of the muon detector A is approximately equal 
p 

for a11· the muons· observed since the maximum projected angle by 

the magnetic spectrograph is very low (i.e., near vertical). 

5.5.2 Lateral distribution of muons in shovrers 

Showers are divided into seven groups accord~ng to 

their sizes and each size bin are subdivided into 12 distance 

bins with lov.Test distance bin of 4 m. The density of muons for 

threshold energies 2.5 GeV, 11.3 GeV, 25 •. 5 GeV and 53.7 GeV are 

then calculated by using the equation (5.9). The lateral distri-

bution of muons £or seven shower size groups and for four thresh-

hold energies are shown in "figure 5.8 - 5.14. The error bars given 

on the density of muons are based on the number of muons in each 

distance bin and the parameters involved in the density measure-

ments. In figure 5.15 the lateral distribution of muons for seven 

different shower sizes with the energy threshold 25.5 GeV is 

given. The experimental data are approximated by the equation of 

the form~ (r) = Ar-"exp(-~ ) in AN the narrmv interval .. :e ~ 0.67 
~ 0 J.r 

of shower size. The fitted function is represented by e the 

smooth lines in figure 5.8 - 5.14. Figure 5.15 shows that the 

slope of lateral distribution increases with shower size. In table 

5.1 the best fit value of the constants A,~ and r. for different 
0 

shower sizes and threshold energies are given : 
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contd. from previous page 
' ----·----- --- --

2.5 1.654 + o. 066 0.302 + 0.013 - -
11.3 2.487 + 0.184 0.594 + 0.015 

1o5 · -2.250 X 71.60 
25.5 3.133 + 0.285 0.789 + 0.027 - -
53.7 2.744 + 0.420 0.951 + 0.044 ------ ------ -· . 

2.5 2.620 + 0.185 0.293 + 0.022 - -
u)5 

11.3 3.663 + 0.171 0.563 + 0.024 -4.670 X 69.05 
25.5 4.869 + 0.452 0.788 + 0.026 - -
53.7 6.260 :± 0.4 73 1.075 + 0.021 

---WJ ------- ----
2.5 4.440 + 0.382 0.333 + 0.028 - -

105 11.3 5.631 + 0.289 0.550 + 0.015 - -9.573 X 66.6 
25.5 7.251 + 0.293 0.748 + 0.013 - -
53.7 9.370 + 0.681 1 .. 050 + 0.023 ----

5.6 Size dependence of total number of muons 

All the showers are divided into 7 groups with the 

size bin (1-2)- x 10
4

, (2-4) x 104 , (4-8) x 104 , (8-16) x 10
4

, 

5 . 5 5 
{1.6-3.2) x 10, {3.2-6.4) x 10, (6.4-12) x 10. Each shower 

group is again subdivided into 12 radial groups out to 120 m such 

that the smallest bin is of width 4 m. The total number of muons-

for each shower size group is then calculated by the relation 

Nf = ~ ~ i (r) Ai 
~ 

... . .. (5.10) 
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where ;f! i (r) is the density of muons in the ith distance bin 
\VP . 

having the annular area Ai. The Nf value is calculated for five 

different threshold energy of muons. The variation of muon size 

1.vith the shower size for the energy threshold 2.5 GeV, 11.3 GeV, 

25.5 GeV and 53.7 GeV are shown in figure 5.16. The errors on N p 
in figure are purely statistical." All the data for each energy 

;- leN 
N 

threshold are fitted with the equation of the form N . =A I e /. 

P .L ioY 
The coefficients A and ~ for different energy threshold lS 

given in table 5.2. 

TABLE h~ 

,---------,.-~------

Muon ene.rgy l A l 
threshold I l 
() E ) in ~ ~ 

GeV ~--------~ --------------:r.!~~--·--
2.5 

11.3 

25.5 

53.7 

(8. 686 + 

(5 .493 + 

(2. 990 + 

.(0. 993 + 

0.228) X 

0.121) X 

0.051) X 

o. 050) X 

102 

102 

102 

102 

0.630 + 0.021 

0.634 '.± 0.014 

0.659 + O.Q12 

0.670 + 0.060 

----------------------------------------~--------------------

The smooth lines for different primary mass nUmber and the dashed 

line for proton primary from the results of MSU group(ll) are 

compared with our results (open circle) in figure 5.17 for the 

energy threshold 10 GeV. In table 5.3 a comparison of our results 

with those obtained from Monte Carlo simulation data for proton 

primary is given. 
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DIFFERENT PRIMARY MASS NUMBERS. 
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-----------·----~.~·--,---------

Present Experiment of NBU Array~ Monte Carlo simulation (12 ), EJ:l) 2 

5:(2.5 G=V ~ GeV (proton primary) ----l-----y----,-----,-- --r--
E } N I N l E ~ N l 

0 l e l P l 0 l e l 
N 

r 
in eV I f l in eV l r 

___ _j_ __ ._.!____ 1 ~ ~ 

9.38xlo13 1.53x104 1.11x1o3 1xlo14 l.OSxlO 4 
1.55xlo3 

' 
4.91xlo 14 1.18xlo5 4.25x103 5xlo 14 s.soxlO 4 6.60xlo3 

1.5oxio15 4.67xlo5 9.81xlo3 
2x1o 15 ' 5.39xlo5 2.24x104 

2.67xlo 15 9.57xlo5 4 
1.60x10 

The comparison of our results on muon number (Ep>2. 5 

GeV) with those for muons (Ep)2 GeV) from Monte Carlo calcula

tions of Wrotniak and Yodh(l 2 ) and with the calculations of 

Antonov et al{ll) on additive quark model has set a level of 

confidence in the process of extracting the primary composition 

from air shower observations. 

5. 7 ·Discussion 

HillaJ3~tructure function is used to obtain the shower 

parameters (N , s, X , Y ) for each shower by density values of e o · o , 

21 points. The average value of age (s) for each group of showers~ 

ploted as a function.of shower size in figure 5.1 along with the 
1 ) . 

results of Akeno group 1 and KGF experime-nt (2 ). The age parame-

ter (s} in the present experiment is consistent with other 

measurements(l, 2 ). 
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·Lateral distribution of elec-trons at different shower 

size ranges are .shown in figures 5.4-5. 7 •. The observed· values of 

electron densities ·at different distances from the core are in 

better\agreement with Hillas(3)_ structure function than with 

NKG(lO) function 9ut to a distance 25 rn. 

The lateral distribution of muons f.or different muon 

energy·threshold, presented in figure 5~8-5~14 is fitted with 

the equation of the form 

The value of ril for all, the size range and the energy threshold 

up to 53 • 7 Ge V is within 0. 2 6 to 1. 06. The parameter o(, . . s:een to .. be 

nearly independent of shower. size L-value of ~is presented in 

table·s.1_7 which is also conclude~ by different wor~ers( 13 -15 ). 

A comparison of shower size dependence of total number 

of muons for the muon energy· ·threshold 10 GeV is presented in 

figure 5.17. The slope of the observed result is in excellent 

agreement with .the results presen.te~ by Antonov et al (11
). By 

this figure and campairing the Monte Carlo simulated data 

L-Wrotniak et al (122J with the observed values L-presented in 
I 

t~le 5·.3_7, it can be concluded .. that the proton pr.:i.mary is 
. 13 . 15 

dominant in the primary energy range 5 x 10 - 2 x 10 e V. 

A comparisop of ·present primary energy spectrum from 

Of · et· al ( 16 >. electron sizes with the direct measurement Gr~gorov 
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is given in figure 5.18. The measured absolute values as well as 

the slope of the curves are in agreement with the direct measure

ments obtained with proton satellite by Grigorov(l 6 ) at the 

present primary energy range. 
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Summary. - .\ small air shmn~r arra~- of 21 detectors in conjunction 
wit-h two shielded muon maguotie spcd.rograph!< has been operated for 
detection of muons of IHOJnentum in the mnge (2 7500) GcV fc at a geo
magnctir lat.itude· of 26<· 45' ~ at North Bengal Universit-y Campus. 
The array if sensitive to air showers initiated by I'Oil.lllic-ray primaries 
of energy in the range (1014 71016) cV. The initial results on muons wit.h 
a comparison of other recent measurements have been ~ to infer 
information on .the characteristics of high-energy interaction. An evalua
tion on the Monte Carlo simulation and obseryational data on muons in 

·air showers ha.f'also been given to indicate the present.status.of the stu~y. 
of.:muons in air showers. · 

P ACS. 94.40: - Cosmic raY,.. 
. ~-

I. - Introduction. 

The on-going experiments with the shielded· magnetic spectrographs and 
EAS array described in an earlier paper (1 ) are the source of stimuli for an 
evaluation of the simulation and opservational air shower muon data accu
mulated in the last decade aii.d ·a comparison with old data jn the overlapping 

· (
1

) D. K. BASAK, N. CH~lt.VORTY.; B. GHOSH, G. C. GoswAMI and N. CnAt:nuun.t: 
Nucl. Instrum. Meth.ods., 2Z'l, ll:67 .(1984:) •. 

/ '·,, 
\._ 
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·rauge of I'XIH~riml'lll>< lwfor" I !IX;-J. J It ad,[itiou to two ><hi,·ld1·d muon ma.g1wt.i1· . . 
spectrog-raphs, a 111'011 llash t uh" (l" FT) dlalllUI'I' ha.s also lw1m u:wd as a low-
IHWrgy muon <l<·t.<·etor in t.h<· ~ B l~ air show1•r army. 1 t eo11sist.s of ~ la,\"I'I'K 
of nP.on flash tul.H\l'l illst:aJlt•d in a. l'iLa!lllWI' wit.h a. 1'0\"l'r of .'i l'lll of lead ltlld 
concrl't<• sh.i1•ld of - 11011 1!/l'lll • t.o g1•1 rid of 1•l<•etron (\Omporu•nt.. 1'hi:> N l<,T 
ehamlll'r lu•lps to lo<·a.tl• t h1• trajl'r·t orit·:-: of m noll:-: wi t.h an 1'111'1'~!,\· 1 hn·shold 

at 1.5 GI•Y. 
The m<·:Lilurement of muo11 distribution i11 gA:-5 is Yl'r·r important b1~1·aus<• 

of its relevance to high-l•lll'rg~' nuclear int1•raetion proN•ss<·s a.:; Wi•ll as tlw 
nature of cosmic-ray primary pa.rt.ir}N;. 

2. - Experimental arrangement. 

The NPT chamb<•r used a:; muon d<•t1•ct.or conm; on an·a of 1 m x 1m f01' 
the localization of muon t ra.jPt•t.orii'K. 1'lw s<"ht•rna.ti<: diagTam of tlw NI<'1' 
chamber is lihown in fig. I. 1'h1· t.wo mitgrwtie l>lll'<•t.rograph:-: (111.d.m. 500 GeV jc) 

urull'r :t concrete lihit•lding absorber and with the provisio11 of tla.sh tube r<•
cording of muon tntjl•<·toril':-; han· hl'l'n di\ileribl'd in t!t•tail hy BA:o;AK ct al. ( 1 ), 

The accuracy of locating 1t muon tra.jt~dory is within :::ll.l-1 c.in. 

Fig. l. - a} The sehcmatil' diag-ra111 of 111'<111 fla><h tube ,·ha.fllhi•L /.) anHngl'lllCIIt of 
tubes and elcd!'Ode,; iu cal'l1 t ra,\·. 

The NFT chamber and spectrographs were operati\U unu1•r au EAS triggei• 
which was also u::;ed for nwording tlw mu01~ traj<•doril•::; on photographic film. 
This experimental arrangenwnt enabled to record muons at thre~ different 
positions simultaneously. The details regarding the di•terminat.ion of muon 
momentum and m.d.m. of the spectrograph from the recorded trajectory. are 
given in appendix A. 

3. - Low-energy muon data and analysis. 

A total of 2000 showers has been studied so far for tho analysis of low-energy 
muons. Out of these 1505 showers have been found to be in the shower size 
range 1·104 -:-4·10 5 particles a.nd a.ssoeiat<•d with.muons in the NFT chamlwr. 

3"1. Mea.~urement of muon density. - The density of muons detl~Ct<•d by NFT 
chamber at a particular distance is determinPd by the expression for th1• 
average muon density at a particular distance group for a given shower size 
group given as 

(1) 



wlwre nil(!(, r) is the to1,alnumb<w of muons n~corded in a patt.ir.uhLr dis1:met~ 
int<~rntl (r) for particular shower HiZI' (N.) in a, certain JH\l'iod of tim<•, X,(.V., r) 

rt•pn•st•nts tlw total nu'mber of show<•rs of siz<l (N.) at tlw tlistmH't' intt•n·al _(r) 
re>cortl<•d at th<• s:tm<· tim€1 and A' is the eft'eetive area of tlw flash ehamh<•r, 
tlmt. reeonlcd t-he muons. · 

4. - Observed lateral distribution of muons in EAS. 

At t.lw p:1rticuhtr distant·c from the shower core the average muon density 
is ralruhttt•d by using- formula (1). Tho observed lateral distribution .of 
muon:-> is :;howu iu fig. :! and 3 along with tlw distribution, aecording to the for
mulation of Gn·ist•u (") for muon tlueshold energy around 1.5 GeY. The line 
represent;s the·l<~ast-sqmm•s fit to the observed distribution. 

Fig. 2. - Ob:;t.·n·l'd lall'ral di><trihtltiou of muon,; (Ell> 1.5 Gt•\') iu .-lww<>rs of Rizc 
mugc l.IIB·IO~ -;-:~.5·10~ p:u·t.i<"le:>: o l'xperi111ental points, --- (;HEI~EX (2). 

Fig. 3.- Ohst'ITed lateral t.li.-tribu.tiou of IIIUOII:> (Eil;.l.:; lieV) in ><lww!'rS of t>ize 
range 6·IO~ -;-I· 105 lHtrtidt•o;: o t~XJ>l'riun•ut.al point.;, --- Gtu;t!'EX ("). 

l.<'ig. 4. - Observed 11111011 lateral dist-ributiou in EAS for .Bil >I Ge\' and -". = I05 : 

o fitted point.; from ~~xpt'rimt·utal dnta (3 •6 ), • Un~o:ISEN (2 ) .... Tnn·tm ('), ... l>ni£ER ("). 
~ prc.;cnt experiment. 

5. - A comparison of observed and simulated lateral distribution of muons 
in EAS. 

Figure 4 shows an example of fitted results from the muon data.. obtained 
by DZIKOWSKI et al. (3 ), BON~ZACK (4 ), VERNOV (5 ) and PoPOV A (8 ) for all showers 
in the size ra.n~e 2 ·105 -;-5.6 ·106 particles observed at sea-leveL The lowest 
energy of muons detected in·these showers is~:-around .. TUeV. The final distri-

T' 

(
2

) K. GREISEN: Ann.u. Rev. N1tcl. Sci., 10, 63 (I960). 
(
3

) T. DziKOWSKI, R. FIRKOWSKI, J. GAWIN, W. OLEJNICZAK, S. PACIIALA and 
J. WnowczYK: ProceedingB of the XIV International Conference on CoS?nic RayR, Vol, 8 
(l\Iunieh, I975), p. 2795. 
(
4

) B. BoNEZACK, R. Fmxowsxi, J. GAWIN, J. Hm:sER, R. MAzE, J. WnowczYK 

aud A. ZAWADZKI: Proceedings of the X International Conference on Oo~tmu• Ilay11, Vol. 46 
(Calgary, I967), p. 102. · . 
(

6
) s. N. VERNOV, G. B. KHRISTIANSF;N, 0. v. VEDENEEV, N. N. KALMYKOV, G. V, 

KULIKOV, K. V. l\fANDRITSKAYA and V.I. SoLOVEVA: .Acta Phy8. Acad. Sci. Hung., 
29, Suppl. 3, 429 (1970). 
(

8
) 'L. PoPovA: Proceedings of tM XV Intema(ionalF~ Cosmic Rayf!Con.feren~.J Vol. 8 fU fp 

(Plt;>vdiv, I977), p. 403, / 11--_..:...... _ __. 
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bution corresponding to the fitted data points i:-; wdl r"pms<mted by the func

tion 
{ 

(i1 ~Ct..{.; 
? / 
I 

_..,~~ 

o, (ll) = K!Rr-+ 0-Rii, . ---- ;~ .. r/ ... ;..t. , --·- vfll.<:..<.. v\....-

' __.-· ---- • I 
(2) 

·· /1.<.."-J ./JUM-~vl:...: 
where K = 2.298, n = 0,59:3-t and a= 1.\"13~·10- 3 • 'flu' fun<:1ional formf' of (ox{l-T\l.!~< 
muon lateral distribution for largt•r show<·r group~ at all altirudiual IHI'b m·<· · ,'_f· R. 
same as eq. (~} but with diil'(~rent para.nw1;Hrs. The distribution fuiH·tiou a:-; -~ 

given by GREISEN (2) along with simulation results by TURVER (') aud 
GIUEDER (") for the corl'(\Sponding shower size is indicated in the figure along 

. - .. 
with the present experimental· points to show the pres<>-nt status of the ob- · 
servatioi1al and simulation muon data. The present status of· calculated rt~sult8 
by TURVER (7 ), GRIEDER (8 ), KAXEKO et al. (9 ), DE BEER et al. (1"), DEDENKO 
et al. (11), HILLAs (12) and GAISSER (13) on muon lateral distribution (normalized 
to N. = lOG) is shown in fig. 5 for muon threshold energy ;;::d GeV. 

I•'ig. 5. - Calculated _results on muon lateml distribution at Ell-~ I Gt·Y a;1d -"· = wr.: 

" TITI!VER (7 ), Q GRI/DI-;1! (8 ), o KA:\ EKO el a/. (9 ). • D1; H.t-:.t-:R ~I ttl. ("'). v l>JWI·::\KO 

el al. (11 ) ... HILLA~, 12 ), v (;AI:<"Jm ( 13). 

6. - The muon energy spectrum. 

The mea.'lurements using magnetic spectrographs of the int.egral energy 
spectrum of muons in air showers haYe been evaluated. There exists only two 
or three measurements at :-;maHer core distances between 5 to 50 m in the 
showers of size range 3 · ;1.0 4 ...;.-1·106• The present measurements and the meas
urements ~f Moscow Group (14 ) do not agree with simulation results of Turver (1) 

but are consistent with the distribution of Greisen (2 ) (fig. 6). 

P) -'K. E_., __ J;_uliVER: private communioation (1980). 
(8 ) P. K.·F~RIEDER: N'!Wt'O Oi11~nto, 7, 1 (1977). 
~8 ) T. KANEKO, c. AGUIRRE, Y. TOYODA, H. NAKATANI, s. JADOT, .P. K. MACKEOWN, 

K. SuGA, F. KAKIMOTO, Y. MIZUMOTO, K MURAKAMI, K. NISHI, M. NAGANO and K. 
KAMATA: Proceedings of the XIY Inlernational(int ·cosmic RayifQonfertmce.J Vol. 8 
(Munich, 1975), p. 2747. ~ 
(

10
) J. F. DE BEER, B. HOLYOAK., H. OnA, J. WnowczYK and A. W. WOLFEXDALE: 

J. Phys., 46, 8·737 (1968). 
(

11
) L. G. DEDENK() and G. B. KHRISTIANSEN: Proceedi11f18 of t11e XV International n 1 j: /:.

1 
j&n Coamic Ray'/Oonferenc~VoL 8 '(Plovdiv, 1977), p. 474;.:·----....,-__,..., .J L.--J 

(.12
) A.M. Hztus: Proceedings of the IX lntern<Jtional/on C_oBrltic Rayf/Qonjerence,J fU ll 

Vol. 2 (London, 1965), p. 758. · ~ o 
(1') T. K. GAIBSER: private ~mmun~cation (1980). 
( 14) N. V. GRISHINA, Yu. A.. FoMIN, A. P. LEBEDEV, N. N. KALMYKov, B. A. KHRENov. 

G. B. KHRISTIANSEN, G. w. KuLI1COV, s .. M. ROZHDESTVENSKY, A. A. SxLAJiv, v. L 
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Fig. 6. - Compari~on of' 11111011 cJH•rg~· ;;ptwlrulll: Mo;:cow <_;roup ("}: "' (r = ;) 111), 

v (r = 12 rn). o (r =24m), Tnn'Eil I'll -- -- (r =12m). - ·- ·- (r = 24 111), I: 
.GREI:,lF.S (2) --. prci<tllll t'XJlt'l"illl('lll: -~ (r = 5 111), .t. (r = 12 111), • (r = 22.H 111). 

7. - Variation of muon densi_ty with shower size. 

In the shower size rang<~ oJ .l · 1 o~ · ;---! • I 0'• part.iclt·~ tlw n'~ult~ _on Llw \'IL

riation of muon denllity as a function of show<•r ~izt• an• shown in tig. I whi<"-11 
are similar to those calculated b~· CHAT'l'EH.JBE ct a/. ( 1") and :::tDWRl:;Kl aud 

STAMM ( 16 ). 

Fig. 7. - Variation of observed dcn8ity (Efl. > 1_.5 (;~·\')with sll(nl"r :-:i;w: • tr -"·' 7.:'> m). 
~"' (r =16m),~ (·r =24m), o (r = 4U 111). 

U:;ing the form 

'Ve have calculat.<•d thP c~xpmwnt (p) b~· fitting llw oh~<•I'\"I'<l data. A eom
pa.rison of exporwnt~ ohtainc•d b~- oth<·r aut-hor·s (1''· 16

) i~ g-ivt•n in tahl<• I for 
various shower size ranges 1md e<H'I' di~liMll'<':>. 

TABLE I. 

Shower size Corl\ Ynlu('~; of Aut)10rs 
range db;tatwe l'XpOIIt'llt 

(Ill) ({J) 

106 -;-2·107 20 0.75 ± 0.15 CIIATTER.lEE et al. (16) 
J05 -;-J07 10 0::74 ± 0.07 .-SA~JORSKJ and STAMM_ (16) 

0.94 ± 0.11 
2.64 · 1 ()4 -;-2 ·I Q6 16 Q.864 ;present ,eJ~Cperiment· 
2.64·1()4 -;-2 ·106 40 0.904 .present ,experiment 

8. - Conclusion. 

We note that the various simul:tt.ion data on muons in air showers differ 
and there is disagreement between :;imulations and observations on· showers 
'in the size range 105 7108 particles. 

(
16

) B. K. CHATTERJEE, N.y. GQI'.w\LAKRISUNAN, G. T. MURTHY, s. NARAYAN, B. v. 
SRIKANTAN, M. V. SRINIVASA RAo, S. T. TONWAR and R. H. VATCHA: Gq11-. J. Phys/• 

._46, 8131 (1968) . 
. (

1
•) M. SAMORSKI and w.~STAMM~ Pi-ocudings of the XVIII International fon,- Cosmic 

. fla~ ~~f'81if18j, Vol. H; (Bangalore, 1983), p. 244. · 
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The lat.<•ra.l di~;t.rilmt ion of muons for Pa<·.h of t.lw Ya.rious sizt• group!> ha.:< 
1111' same dept~ndt•Jit·<• on radial distant·<• a.n<l tht• <lis!'rt•pan<·~· lwt,wt'l'll the ea.l
(•.uh~tt•d (7 ) and obst'IT<•tl tlist.rihut.iow; iu<·rt•as<·,; ,,·it.h radial dist.:MH't•. Tlw 
:\lout<• Carlo simula.t.ion results of 'l'urYI'J' (') <~J't• hast•d on sealing modi'! with 
t·on:<1 ant <·roKs-st•<•tion for high-t•n<•rg_,- nut·lt•a.r iii1t•ra.<'l.ion. Thl' fll't':<l'lll :<1 ud~· 

shows that t:hl'st• assump1 ions about high-1'111'1'1!)' IIIH'l1•ar iul:t•t·a.t,tion II a \'t• 1 o 

lw !'hang<•<! to S<'<' if t.II<·r<~ is any <•ll't•<·t 011 tht· muon dist.ribut:ions in B"\:-:l for 
t.lu~ sa.nw primary mass Yalm•s .. 'l'lw nwasun•tl a.nd tlw <'a.lcula.ted muon <•tu·rg~· 
distributions ar<• in<"onsist.<~nt.. Some of tlw <'~~~~'nlat<•d re~;ultll on muon lat.<~ral 
distribution Jlllblislll'll in tlw s<'Yenties an· mutuall.'" inconsist<~nt. Pre:::ont 
tnl'astu·t•mt•llt:s on muo11 Ia.t1•!'lll tlistl'ibut-ion :tll(l P.ll<>rg-y ~>peet.rum in nir shower 
wit.h m~~giH~t.ir. SJH'<·t.rogt·aph show that t.ht•J'<' is ~Lgrcwnwnt with t.lw <'Xperim<•nt;ll 
rt>:mlt.s by ot-lwr work<•r:-;. Tlw Yariation of muon denRit~- as a function of xhgw<•r 
:-;izt• shows good :tgreenw11t with the result.:; by ot.her groups. 

APPENDIX A 

Calculation of ~omentum of muon recorded by the magnetic spectrograph. 

A partic·lt• of momentum p and ehargP 1·, i:; lliOYing t.ra·n~n·r:-~<.'ly through 
a magnetic• field of induction B is relatl'd to the radiu~; of eunature [! of it~; 
path given by 

(A . .l) p = 300Be (eVjc), 

where p (eV/c) is the momentum of the particle, (!(em) is the radius of cur
vature of the path. If dl be the length of the element of path traversed by 
the particle normal to th~ field and dq; be the deflection of the particle due 
to m~gnetic field, then 

dl 
e=-. dcp 

Neglecting energy loss in material of the magnet, the momentum of tl1e par
tide (•.an be written as 

(A.2) 300 fB dl V/ ) p = (e c, 
«p 

where B is in G, 1 is in em and cp in radians. 
A schematic diagram of the magneti<' spec·trogmph along with the parti<·le 

trajectory is shown in fig. 8. The,deftection in the magnetic field is caleulated 

Fig. 8. - A schematic diagram. of .f.ll-tl:'l,l.~agnetie spectrograph along with the particle 
trajectory. 
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fmm the four mt·a~m·t•d <'<Hll'Uiimte~-; a-long the length of t-he t.raj<•<·t m·~-. 
PT1 , Jt'T,, 1<'1', ~uHl /1''1\ an• four neon tla:-;h t.ulw tray:-; wlii<·h dPit•rmint• tlw 
partieh• t.raje('tor;~·. 'flu.• n•fPl'l'IH'l' lint• ACE(; i:-; at: a distanc·t• 11 11 , h0 , t'

11
, d

0 

from the four fla.l'h tub<• trays (P''l\, P'1'2 , P'l',, P1',), n•s]wl'tin•Jy. CL it-: tht• 
mmt.mlline of tlw ma.gw•ti<· spel'trol!ra]lh and the ellP<"tin• IPngt II of tilt' nmgJWt 
is :2L, wht>n• ~L = 1011.:1 <'Ill .. r, a.!Hl .r2 art• tlw distaJH·1• of tlw !Ta~·s as shown 
in tig. 1-1 anu .r, = :~ 1.~;, em, .r, = 1:\;i em, L + .r, = .r2 .= 1'\5 <·m. 

If a perpendieul;tr is drlt-wn from H' on EF', we· gt\t from the gt\Ometry 
of the p~Lrticle t.mjeetory 

Kow, 

(A.3) 

and 

(JH'-EP' en _:_A.B 
Fi-;:YiT~ -

lfH:+ HH'- (EP + FF') CD- A.fl 

GH'-EP'= (d + du) + (f'(L + .l'1 + .r,)- (c + <'0 ) -9-(L + .r!) =f 
= f{'J.' 2 + (tl + d0 )- (C + C0 ). 

Since q' is the defieetiou at. the eentral phtet• of t.lw magnet ::\1. Benl'e 

Therefore from eq. (A.3), we get 

" 
q;x2 + (d + d0 )- (c + C0 ) = (b + bo)- (a+ ao) , 

[(b + b0 )- (a. + a0 )] + [(c + C0)- (d + d0 )] 
q; = --- . X ------- ------ --

2 

Now we can write " 

(AA) 

where 

and 

Ll.,! = (b- a)+ (c- d). 

The quantity Ll 0 is the geometrical constant of the magnetie spectrograph 
and Ltm is the geomctri_cal_ c:.9P.¥tant due to m~gnetic deflection. J<'r()m eqs, 

I/. 
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(A.:!) and (A..!) we han 

:3oofUd/: 
jJ = . -.. . . ·- . .:-

'1' 

:~oo nt:!J.) 

L-1 j.l'~ 

3tl0Rx'.!.Lx(.r2 ) (' 

=- L1 = Lf (eY/e), 

where 0=300Bx(2L)x.r2 • 

For NBU magnetic :;pectrogmph, 
~ 

B = 1.62·104 G, '.!.L = J06.3 em, .v2 = 85 ('ffi' 

and 

(A..5) 

:-!0(1 X 1.ti2 ·1 04 X I (Hi.:3 X 8:) • c = - .... -- .... ... . . . ... ((•'\ /<:) (t.~.) 
l.!HHJ 

where L1 is in t.:;. rnlit (I t.l'. = (I.ll!!!l +o.OO:!) •·m). 
Tlw moment.um c·an be ea kula1etl !'rom <'<l- ("\.:i) by nwaxuring t lw quan

tity L1 whi<·h can be written ax 

L1 = .J .. + !1,,. 

where 

L1, = (b-a) + (c-d). 

The values of a 0 , b0 , c0 , d0 are measured from the alignment of the spectro
graph and a, b, c, d from the analy~_;is of the speetrograph data obtained for 
each accepted event. 
. Equa,t,ion (A.5) is used for the c·alc·ulation of momentum of a pa-rtif'IP J>as_
~ing through the magnetic· spe'etrograph. 

APPENDIX B 

Calculation of marimuiu detectable momentum (m.d.m.) of the spectrograph. 

The m.d.m. of th<" spectrograp1l js t1H~ momentum whkh corre§ponds to 
' deflection equal to the error in the measurement of the defieetion. 
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TILt> c·.o-or<linat.<·~ ( .r,,,, • . r,.,,) of i 11 t 1'1'"1'<'1 ion of part i<·]p t rajl'l'f Ol'Y at. t ht• «'I'll t ral 
liUI' of t)H' ,;pl'l'tl'ogT;q•h al'l' .!.!.'i \'t'll by 

• G 

(
.r1 -j- L) (·~" 1 -j- L) 

.1'4 b = b + ·.-- (b- fl.)- (.1'11 - b0 ) + ·--.- (h0 -110 ), 

•1 2 J2 

(
.r1 + L) ' (·~"• + L) ,l'c.t = C + · ·.··- (r.- d)- (.1'0 - f'11 ) + .. ---;-... (ru- d0 ). 

·'~ ·'~ 

:'\ow t.h1~ di~<'l'l'JI<tll<'~· at t IH• l'l'lltl·al liw· of thl' llla;!lll'fit· "Jll'drograph 1~ 

gi\'t'll b~· 

(B.l) E = ,l',,b-.r,.,,. 

For high-~nergy partie·!<•:,; the c·ont.ribution of t'l'l'Or t.o t' iR !>mall from mul
tiple Coulomb sc·attt•ring .. wlH•n•a,; in tlw eal<"ulation of m.d.m. of the ~;pe<< 
trograph, the tr:Wk-lol'ation 1'1'1'01' is till' only :-;ourc:e of error to e. 

A.:;;suming the exist.enc·l' of equal errors a; in the loe.ation of partide trac·k 
in a.Jl the four anays of the neon-tla,;h tube trays tlw sta.nda.rd error in dl'
fteetion ,1 is gi n•n hy 

m.:!) a.1 = :!a, . 

~.ow from ~'<!· (B. I) \\'1' ha\'1• 

(li.3) 

• .. [(·,.• + L)" ( .r + /,•)"] .. a;= :!a; ·-: .. ·- + I+ · .--- =:!a; [I + ·l]. 
·'~ ·'2 

a,= vTOa;. 

From eqs. (B.:!) a.nd (li.:3) we get 

The m.d.m. of the spe<~trogra.ph is the momentum whicl1 <~orresponds to 
a deflection equal to the enor in the deflection. 

(B.4) 
c 

Pm.fl.m.=-. 
a,l 

It can also be defined a,!; the momentum whieh eorresponds to tlu• defle<•tio{ 
equal to the mo~;t prob:tble error (O.Ii745aJ,) on the. measured defleetion :tnd 
is given bv ·r "' ~ 

(B.5) 

') r .. 
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\:'lEW :VtULTIDETECTOR SYSTE\1 WITII \IA<;NETIC SPECTROCIUPI-I FOR STUD\ 
OF COSMIC RAY EXTENSIVE AIR SHOWER COi\tPONE:'-ITS . 

D.K. BASAK .. N. CHAI\..R.-\13ARTY. B. UHOSH. (i.C. C.iOS\V-\\!1. 0: U!AL;DIIURI. 
:-;. \1UKHERJEE. \-t. tiOSH and S.K.· SARK.-\R 

An array of dctt:clnr, f,,r .;imultanc••ll" ,~h,c..·r~. ·'''''11 ''' di[fl.'rt.:nt t'dnlpt,rh:nt.;, tlf ~o:-.mn; ra~ c\ten~J\C .1ir sh"lWt"r~ r E.-\S1 '' 
6:scrihed. The dciCt'(,tr .lrf,l\, ": .. unprhlng ri:L .. IIo... .. unt:l/.Jtlo 1 'l .. "allJJllt!f"> .1 ... ~kt.:tf\'0 Jc:I~I.."IPf'\, magnetll' .. rct.:lf• 11?-faph unit;, anc.J J rnu~lll 

!la.<h tun.: .:hamhcr a' muo>n dctc.:t"r' ,ond ,, l.or~c ,,,lumc multtplo~lc c:o•ud cltamhcr ·'' haJrnn dctc.:tnr hJ• been ;ct up .mJ '' tl<'W 
kingopcratl.!d ,Lt ~HL: c.: .. unpu~. fhc .nra\ .•1 d~tL't.:l11f:-. L!'o ,t:n:-.lli\c ll, .1ir ''h'\"'c:r.., llli(I,Uc:J hy r.:l"m1c prirnJrlc.!!) ,,j en~rg~ m 1hc rang~ 
1014 -- \ti;' cV 

L Introduction 

.. Nud.:ar multidete~:tor syst.:ms ..:ontinu.: to b..: of 
importance in ground hased ohs.:rvatnn.:s o:ngaged in 
high ~n.:rgy gamma rav a~tronomy and primary ..:osmic 
ray 10\'t:stigatiPn~. V.:r:-· high energy primary gamma 
rays. protons or ht:avi.:r nuc.:lci hav.: v.:ry low nu.,cs and 
consc:quently satellite studies ar<: not f.:asihk. The pre· 
lent status of observations using ground hascd \o::~:h

aiques indicates a ncc:d for nt:w .tnd improved obscrva
lOOc:s at new sites. Thi~ papt:r Jcs~:ribes a n.:w ground 
ks.:d multidc:tector svstcm that has hecn e.swhli~hed for 
lie in the search f~r high energy gamma ravs and 
primary cosmic rays that d.:vdop into cxto:nsive >lhlWo;r~ 
f" panicles in the atmosphere. -

1 Experimental arran~crncnt 

.l.J. The air shrm·er arra;· 

~ The rc:lative position of <:;tch of the p:Hticlo: deteL'lors 
•lho~o~. · .. 6e ~ 111 ltg. I. The layout of the array is ha~ed o>n 
~;rang~mcn\ of Jt:tt:CI\lrs in~ sqauro; symmetry. Tho.: 

on do.:nstt\1 deto:t:tors are sctntlllauon counto:rs con
~ted with BARC • plastic scintillators of two Jiffcr
'-t ~ito:s: 0.25 ml and 0.125 m2. Tho:sc do:tectors are 
.llrtanged at . . I . . l ' . ·'-b \anous ocattons covenng an area 6( U m· 111 

·_, th: way tha~ ~mall-area detectors arc ncar the ~:o.:ntre 
~ "rr.ty 1 he array ~t:t up on the ground level is 
'-l ~· n~ar a 10 m high magno.:tic 'po.:ctrogr.tph ho>IJ'-

1~ m<~gn.:tic spo:ctrograph housing lirnih tho.: 1o.:nJth 

~ "'-R.c 
· llhahh~ .-\to>nuc R~scarch Co:ntrc. l.l,>mhay. lnJw. 

k'l(M), 'R4 ·~ol ( !'I . S . . ·.. -, · / ., .. tJ J ., : st:vter ..:tt:n~:c Puhltshcrs B. V 
;_,, .. h-HnllanJ Plt:;.,tt.:; Publishing Division) 

angular acceptance of the incido:nt ~hower' Ill :1 fo:w 
degrees . 

Tho: array so:t up alsv includes a cloud chamho.:r (not 
shown in fig. I) of si1.e l 111 X l 111 X 0.8 m with 13 h:ad 

plates inside (rhicknes~ l o.:rn .:ach) as hadron detector 
,tnu tim!<! GM wunrcr \rays (not shown in fig. 1) and 
one no.:on fla~h-tuhc chambo:r as muon Jerectors. A. 

three-fold coin..:iJ.:n~:e of any thro:e adjacent detectors 
near tho.: array ..:entre: pro)lluo.:es a master pulse whi<.:h 
triggers the Jat..J h.tndling ,ysto::ms. high voltage na~h 
tUb<! units in tho.: ~pt!clrcl~raphs 0111J fla,h chamhcr muon 
J.:to:d<>r anJ ciPuLI < h.nnho:r ..:ontrol uni 1. 

On 

01z o,4 

oc 

o,o 
QM, QHz 

•z 04 
~CINT AREA 

• (),lzj H' 

09 ., 0 0 Z5 H1 

Q MAGNETIC 
SPECTROGRAPH 

o, ., 0 ELECTRONIC 
SYSTEM 

L>e 0 •• 
~-..J 

o,6 o,s 

~-'~1?· Sdo~malrL' diagram of air 'howcr array. 
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2.:!. Magnetic spectroxraph un/1.1' 

Two magnetic ~pectrograph unib at a st:paration of 4 
m have been e$tablished in a housing whid1 is located at 
a distance of 15 m from the array cc'ntn:. Each unit 1~ 

con~tructed u~ing a rectangular wlid iron magnetic 
bloc~. Thc~e ,~;olid iron blocks were wnstructed I 1] using 

low carbon C<>ntt:nt steel platc~ 12.5 mm thic~. The 

plate~ are of size 1 RO em x 125 em with <I rectangular 

r.t•le of 19 em>< 35 em at the centrt:. The thidncs~ of 

the solid block thu~ formed by installing the iron plate~ 

om: after another i~ l 05 em. The powcr requiremcnt 

when wound with 600 turns of apprt>priate copper wire 

on the longer arms of the block and opernted at 15 A 
current is 2.3 kV/ Both longer arms of the magnet 

wound with wires have been. u~ed in the present investi

gation for deflection of EAS muons by using. four 

accurately aligned muon flash-tube.> trays, two above an 

arm and two below. to locate thl' trajectory of the 

incident particle before and aflcr pa~sing through the 

solid iron magnet. The arrangement (lf the magnetic 

spcctrograph is shown 1n fig. 2. An ah.,orht:r of concrete 

and hrid - 1 m tl{id t>n the roof ah<>ut l m ahnvc the 
spL'ctn>graph unll' i., provided ·tP rl'movc: electronic 

component~. Additi,mal le;td ab~orht.:r~ could bt: placed 

ah11vc the wp tray of thc ~pec1rngraph for thi~ purp<'St:. 

Th.: mformation of the muon triggered neon fla~h-tuht' 

glnw~ for the locatton of particle trajecwric.• are nb

t:~ined in clig.lli~ed f,mn. Each tra\ C<.>nsists nf t.:lg.ht 

l<)Yt:r~ of tuht:s wh1ch are ~taggcred m such a way that a 

~mgh: particlt: pa~~ing through an array ·must traverse at 

least four trays (FT1, FT2 • FT~. FT4 ). The tubes in each 

tray are placed in slots milled acwTately in ·dura

luminium' bars h~· meam of a milling machine at 

C\IRJ ••. The horizontal sc:paration of the tube centres 

is 1.999 :t 0.002 cm which i~ rcft:rrt:d to a~ one tube 

s.:paration (!.~.). Tht· verti..:al separation between the 

tuhL' centre~ in a pair of adjacent layer., is :!.H em. The 

flash tube~ are 1.5 t·m in diameter c<•ntaining neon at ~ 
prc:,sure of t>O em Hg. A h1gh V<>ltagL" pul~,· of about 4.5 
~ \';'t·m with a rise 11m.: 0.75 JH i, applied lC' the thin 

aluminium electrodes placed between layer~ of tht: tubes. 

5 J.l s after the passage of a muon through the spectro

graph by a trigger generated by the 3-fold coincidence 
of the scintillation counters (D 1. D~. D, ). The tuhe 

discharge~ after the passage of the muon are recorded 
digitally and are printed on paper tape hy mean~ of a 

line printer. From the ret·orded wordinatcs of the pa~-
ing muon at the four leveb of d~o:tection in the spt:l'lr\·· 
graph. it~ deflection in the magnt:tic f1clt.l 1~ calt:ulated. 

Th.: momentum of thl' mu<•n 1' dL"tarwn.:d from the 
rt:la ti<m· 

C"-1h'., '~·:··:.1· \h, '···:··~·~- l<.t.·, ... ,·, i· I:.~:Jh:t•. I IIII;,. .• :IL. 

In\;,_ 

c::-::=:1 ,---, D, C::::.J c-.....:::J 

c~ 
r--l n, I -l l~ [_____J 
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P=2l.4b/.:.\(i.:\';c. ~ 

where -1 i~ the dcncctil'll in 1.~. unit' and the constant 

the numcralt>r is th.: product of the geometrical fa 

of the ~pectrograph and the line int~~ral of the magn 
induction. The maximum dctec.:tahle momentum i, gi · 
hy ' 

:!I.W• 
!',.,.) "· = 0.4it-;-l~ (j.:\'jc. ~·;. 

11, value t' ~4(1 ( ;,·\' /, for n, ""0.11 i l.~ .• the proba 

.:rror in track loc.llion. The J,>we.~t '.ll<>memun> that 

be mca~ured wtth the spectwgraph '' 2 GeV /c. ~ 

].3. Eleclron den.rl(\' detectors '~ 

The scmtillah>r~ used in the detectors arc 
different sizes: 0.~ m X 0.25 m and 0.5 m X O.:'i m 

the same: thick n.:~s of :'i em. A Dumont 6364 photo 
1ipher tuhc llh1Untt•d 'uitat>l,· to \'lew the ~cintilla 

form, the dl't<.:ctor. '! ht.' pubc> fwm all th~ 1 b dctec 

are amplifteJ r., prt:ampilf1c:r~ with a gain of == 2U 
anti arc· thL'Il ,c·nt I<• th.: m:un lahnraton where they . 
ag.1111 ~mrhf,,·,! h-. tn:11n ampllfu:r.' of ;;ppropn;lle ~ 
The n>;o>r; :or>q•ltil<'' lllliJ)JI! ,;JttH.Itt:'. al )(J \. hut~ 

(1\.1\;lJit.J~'l •.• · rn!~ .allir·hlll'! 1•. tf..l: ![ rrt.:~t'f\l'" lin· tlnP.' 
:l,d -.iLIPi..' .1:~\·· :lt:I!'Lfl·~~l\\1'1 t.'\·.t."f'l b.t"\t'nd !he ~:ll~ 
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:a•t: --:~l<lll. In the n-:.\1 ,t.1g_e. ihl' puhe " f,:J l<> the 
-~dlltJ)I<! .tnJ i!nld' ..:ircutt [2J wluch 1.-ec.:p> the rube 
,1MeJ f,,r about - J I'' b~ d1argtng a cntHiell'<lr. .-\t the 
end of - 3 }tS. this condenser Ji,o,;h,n!!e' and " n:ad) hl 
Jo.:o.:cpt tnformation f1>r the ne.\t event. l :p to thi., ,r:Jge. 
Jli puhc:> from the JeteL't<lf' .tre JL'Lcptc;d. The.: rerf<lf
man.:e of ea.;h detector "a' -rudteJ "htll! tn .:alihratton 
bv n~<.:.tsuring its ,ingh: p;nllele pub.: heig_lll. The vana
ti~n.lf pub.: height fn>m the centre,,( th.: deteewr to irs 
c:Jgc wa> within ·.t IO't·. The Jiffcrentt.tl pulse height 
>pco.:trulll f•>r \erttcal lllll•''" h:b .t 'tand:trd deviattnn uf 
JO'~. 

Thi> consish of 9 layers ,,f ne,>n rl.t'>h tuhco., tnstallcd 
in a .:hamher With a ,·,".:r nf 5 em lead Ill g,et rid nf 
dc:t:trnns. Ea..:h la~.:r o.:nnwins 54 tuh.:s arranged in >uch 
' v.a' that a -•ngle parri..:l.: pa"ing thnHtgh the fla~h 
ch:1111her must disc.:h.tr~<: til<: tuh..:& 1\tng •ln It> trajec
tory. The flash-tube o.:lt.tmh.:r C()vers an area I m x 1 ·rn 
lor th..: k>..:ati,,n ,,f th.: muon traJc:ctnrtes. The trigger 
pube g.:n.:rateJ irom the Master C.mtrol Unit I MCU) 
trig. Jt ;, fed t,, tho.: ~rid ,,r a th> ratron. The output 
pube (r,>m tht: th~r:ttrl\11 fircs ;( S<:C.:<)!Hi thyratf<lll whidt 
•n tutn di,c·harg.:., a C.:1>nlknser (Oj ,uF) chargcd tn -,-]2 
aY thr,>ugh a lOt) H noninJuctivc rcsistor. Tht: resulttng 
htgh ,,>ltagc pulst: is applied to tht: ekctrode plates 
h.:tween the layers of the flash tubes. Th.:. mast.:r pulse 

& 

~ 

~ 

I 
riO~ 

1 
I 

;·e ) 

0·0~-----c-

'II£5SUIIl[ N 

Hlo!OSP~[IH :: 0 I 

10 ,, zo 
T il-4( Oll. . .t, f : .,s i 

Fig. -1. Internal dfi.:t~nc~ ,,f 1h~ nenn !lash tub.:s as a fun..:uon 
uf Jdav 11111<!. 

from the 3-fold coim:iJence of the particle density de
tectors operates a relay for winding t_he film in the 
camera whid1 n:c,)rds the glow information of the .:vent 
phowg.!;:tphil·ally and also for paralysing the first 
thyratron fllr a certain interval ,)f tim.:. The internal 
effic·ienc~ ,,f the n.:nn flash tubes in the flash tube 
chamber is ,h<mn in fig. 4 a~ a function of delay timt: 
betwc.:n tltc passag.: ,,f the muon through the charnh.:r 
.tnd tltc air 'h"".:r trtggt:r pul~e .. -\n example of a !lash 

COMMAND 
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F'!!· 5. An e~arnpk of " muon tra,·k in the nenn n:"!l-tuhe 
charnhcr. 

chamh.:r r~,·<>rJ at th.: minimum d\!1;1\ time i~ ~h<>wn tn 

fig.:. 

3. Dara acqui~ilion. srnrage and lran~ler 

Fig. 3 shows the c.liagram of thc systcrn for dara 
handling in the NBU air shower cxperim.:nt. The analog 

nutputs from all rhe 16 c.lt!lectors of the arra\ :.~fter 

umplification f1rsr b\ preamplifiers anc.l then h) main 

amplif1er~ arc fec.l to the ·sample ;md Hold' circuJlS hy 
churging cap;,<·iror~ fl>r ah<>ul - J p.~ after the rrigg.ering 

ol tite MCl: h\ ·' rna>ta pube generated frorn ,, 3 fold 
,·nuH.:idt!nce nl an~ thr.:.: ,,f the ac.lpccnr p:.~niclc lknsity 

d.:1c..:tor~ in the arra~ (c.letectnf' 1-71. At the cnc.l of J 
fl '· tht·,e capa,·uor~ "ill d1scharg.e ami will h,· rcadv l<• 
a ... cepl the next inpu1 pul't:>. When the I\1Cl j, trig· 

gcrcJ. t! in turn tnggcr~ the mullipkxe1 unit. th<" ana
lt·g·-1<>-dig.ital ,·pnvener tADCl [3]. the AI>C prP~ram 

umt and demulliplcxcr unil. The-. all will then he rt'>et 

l<> zero. The multiplexer unit ~c<.jucntiaiJ~· llan>krs ana· 
J,)g data fwm all tht: lf. Samph: aml H<>ld unit, t•' the 

ADC for scanning the analPg pube> on.: alter ;Ult•ther 

The total tifllt' t<• ~can all the chanm:h '' ah.,ut >' m'. 
The output~ from the ADC arc demultirtc.:>.ed tn " 
d.:multiplexc.:r whose <>utrut' ar.: ennn.:cted to the di,. 

ri<J\ unit f<>r vi,ual Ui,plav. The 'C<.jllenliul (>lllf'Ul> ()f 
thr A I >C are al,(l l"lllllll!l'led (P the lllCilh\f\" unJl r,,, 
.,l,•rllol'' 1h" di!;!Jtal JllfPI rna\1(111. :\lt"r storaf''' 1n the 

memory of all the informaliPn from the 16 dcl,Ttorq• 
the a1r ~bower arrav. till:~.: data are lran,ferrcJ 10 ~

printer for rrinting on parc:r tare. The: ad_~u,tmo:nt ~ 

done in ,uch a man ncr that a 10 V c.lc at the i11pu1 of~ 
ADC corre~rond' w 'J l"Ount of 1000. ;: 

The ~- f<>lc.l coincidt'Jlc't: master pulst" abo 1 n~g<·r1 ~ 
mag.netJc spectrograph contrnl unit which thn1 op~.:ratq' 

the ~rectrog.rarh' and the electrical inform:'''"ll of~· 
th,t.:hargcp neon flash tube' 1~ fed. usmg 'unable :.e"; 
tive 'rrobe,·. to a ,eparalc memory unit. At the end at' 
the printing of tlw air shower particle density infor~·· 

tion from the 16 deteclti". the digital information c( 

each of discharged neon flash \Uhe~ is transferred frlllll 
the memory to the print~r for printing on paper tape.~· 

We have also the provision for indept!ndent op~·, 
tion 0f the spc.:ctrograph. Here the spectrograph control. 

unit is triggered hy the 3-fold coincidence of the scinli.· 

lation counter trays placed vertically in each of the row' 
arms of the spectrograph. 

4. Operation and response of the array s~·stem 

The master pulse generated from the coincidence oC 
any three adpcent paniclt> density sampling detecta.l 

triggers the l\1Cl:. cloud chamber control unit. magnetic 

spectrogr:Iph control unit und the flash-tube chamber 

control unit. As soon as the MCU i' triggered it gives. 

"llnld command' to the 'Sample and Hold" circuits. 

swit~·he~ off the input line~ hy an analog switd1 and 

c.li>n>nnecl> the C(>incidence circuit from the !\1Clj and 

'entb a 'tart pub.:\(> thc ADC program unit. 

]\;0rmallv. the prc.:,et t"<>unters in lht: ADC progra111, 

the analog mulliplcxer. dt!multiplcxcr addressc' art!~; 

set wz.ero and tht: ADC will not scun any input V<llta&t 

fed at '" mput. Onn· the ADC progrum unit i' triz-· 
gered. 11 connect' all the pulses :11 the output of tht 
'Sample und Hold" CHcuit, bv an analog multiplexer. 

one after ano1lter ''' the ADC. The ~uwlng pub<"~~ the 
input of the CliJWertn will then ch~trge a l"OtHh:meJ ol 
capacitance 0.1 1-' F by mean' (if a constant currc:nl 
source (1111ear ramp genera\(>r) lu a vulta!_!.e c:qual 1<.1 the 

input pulw amplitude to he mea,ured. Tht: cl\.lf£.1fll 
time of the conden>(~r 10 a voltage t:lJU<.d l<> the input 

'Oitage i' measured hy mean, of a 1 MHz. clod, pul!oot. 
When the A DC s.:an for the first channd i~ (l\'t'T. the 

memor:- program un11 t:<>ntrollmg. the· ADC give' a 
·write· rub,· 10 the memory for writing the dig~~ 
miurntatitnl 111 the memory. A~ soon as the counting ill 
tht: iir't channel i,: ovc.:r. the ADC program initiate' the 

mulliplc.\cr '" L·onn<"L"l lht· "~nmd ~·hannel 10 the ADC 
lnr ,cannutg. anJ ther. \\'Tiling in the mcmnr:-. In this 

wav. 11 alln"' the connectwn of ull the 16 ch:mneb one 
after an<•tiler l<' th.: ADC f(>r scanning and wnling Ill 

the m.:nii>T\. FN :.J visual check the digital outrut> from 
the ADC fill e:.Jd• d1anm:l are demullirlt:xed ;.md d1;.-
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Fig. 6. Present n:sponse .:upability ''' tlw arra:·.- 'ihower siLc: 
CUr.'( (a) 10°. curve tb) 10' . .:urvc (.:) Ill" 

played hy seven-sc:gm.:nt LEDs . .-\t the: l:lld of a ·write' 
puis.:, a 'read' pulse is dcrhcd fn1rn the memory pro
p,ram unit which is thcn ,,perating ~>n the memory unit 
ror reco~ding the digiwl information •ln paper t,apc hy a 
tine printcr. 

One end of each neon flash tube is attached to a 
prob.:. The function of the p~ohc is to convert the tube 
di5charge information into electrical pulses. The dectri
C3l pulses carry the information about those neon flash 
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~7- Th~ average trrggering prob.rhdity for the array \'f 
lors '" a function ,,f 'how.:r sit..:. s = 1.25. 
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Fig. ll. Th.: dficiencv ,,f Jete.:unn of the array as .1 function of 
distan.:c from the .:entre ,,f the array. 

tuhl!s which arc flashed due to passage of a muon 
through the tlash tub<i trays. At the end of recording the 
infnrmation fmm the 16 dc:nsity detectors and the dis
..:harged neon !lash tubes. the analog switch is openc:d 
and it S\'.itches nn the: input lines for the next cycle. 

The resp<lnse capability ~>f the array is shown in fig. 
6 as th.: ar.:a bound<:d b) four lines. Two horizontal 
line~ .-;how the dynamic runge and the two vertat.:al lines 
indicate tho range of distance for density sampling. The 
present operation is being done by a trigger based on 
3-fold coincidence under the threshold condition of one 
particle per detector. The awrage triggering probability 
for the array of detectors has been calculated us a 
function of shower size and s, using the Poissonian 
density distribution. The rllsults for,:S = 1.25 and the 
triggering conditions on detectors within 8 m from the 
centre of the array are shown in fig. 7i The efficiency of 
detection as a function of distance from the centre of 
the array is shown in fig. 8. This has ~een calculated on 
the basis of N KG function densities" at the individual 
detectors, each superposed with a Ga~ssian error term. 

I . 

The fluctuating densities for each sho}ver size and s are 
used to discover whether the sho~er s4tisfies the trigger- · 
ing conditions for its selection. 

5. Conclusion ,, 

l'he array nf detectors described is Lpuble of re<.:ord- . 
rng simultaneously informati~n about' electrons, muons 
and hadrons in air showers arriving ~ear st:a level. The 
momentum spectrum of air shower muons in thl! range 
2-440 GeV /•· wall be studied by two magnetic ~pcctro
graph units Tht.: ~hapc of the energy spectrum <>f muons 

.. 
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depends on the primary composition. If a correct model 
for high energy nuclear interaction is used for the 
cakulation, a comparison of the measured muon spectra 
and the calculated spectra for different primary nuclei 
will enable a study of the mass compositinn nf primary 
cosmic rays. 

The Department of Atomic Energy. G,wcrnment of 
India, b thanked for. granting financial as~i~tance for 
the construction of the apparillus and continuanl·e of 
the work. The Department of Education. Go\·ernmcnt 

of West Bcng.al, ha~ provided some fin•.m~a;il a;sist~ 
for this project. 
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Neon Flash Tubes as Charged Particle Detectors 
N. Mukherjee, S. Sarlro.r. D.K. Basak and 

N. Chaudhuri 

University of North Bengal 
Darjeeling 734 430 

Special type of neon flash tubes have been used for 
recording the trajectories of high energy charged particles. 
The technique has been developed and the detector system 

constructed has been applied to cosmic ray physics. 
experiments. A brief account of the neon flash tube technique 

as developed at the North Bengal University Centre is presented. 

Introduction 
Localization of the trajectory of a high energy 

charged particle can be done among other me

thods by arrays of long neon flash tubes. The 

advantage of the technique is that a larger 

collection area for detecting high energy charg

ed particles can be obtained. The gt"ass tubes 

are made 1-2 m long and 1-2 em diameter, and 

are filled with 98% Ne, 2% He. One end of 

the tube has a flat end window for observing . 

the flash discharge. This 'technique has been 

developed at North Bengal University and app

lied to experiments in Cosmic· Ray Physics

Laboratory. 

The principle of operation 

An electric field is applied across the flash tube 

for a few microseconds after the passage of a 

particle through it. The primary and the subse

quent secondary ionisations cause an electron 

avalanche in the tube which~ in the presence of 

applied high voltage pulse initiates a glow dis

charge in the tube. This discharge giving a 

flash occurs in thos·e tubes in an 11rray through. 

which the particle has passed. Other 'tubes in 
the array do not flash. 

20 instrumentation ilu!letlll, Fourth <;,>uorter, /985 
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Fig. 1: The neon flash tube chamber. 
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Jo"ig. 2: A photograph of neon flash tube chamber 
along with a charged particle trajectory. 

The neon Clash tube chamber 

The neon flash tube chamber constructed at this 

Centre is shown in Figure I. It consists of six 

layers of neon flash tubes installed in a cham

ber with a cover of 5 em of lead to get rid of 

electrons. Each layer contains 54 tubes arranged · 

in such a way that a single particle passing 

through the flash chamber must discharge the 

tubes lying on the trajectory of the particle. 

The neon flash tube chamber covers an area of 
lm x J m for the localisation of muon-trajecto

ries. 

A photograph of the neon flash tube chamber 

along with a charged particle trajectory is 

shown in Figure 2. The arrangement of the 

flash tube arrays in the· magnetic spectrographs 

at the North Bengal University is projected in 

Figure 3. Figure 4 is an example of recorded 

cosmic ray particle trajectory. 

External probe technique of recording particle 
trajectory 

Instead of recording the neon tube flush t:Jy a 

camera, a technique has been developed e.g. 

O.K. Basak et al (Ref. I) and Ayre and Thomp

son (Ref. 2) for observing electronically whether 

a neon flash tube has flashed. A small metal 

probe i·n the form of a thin disc at the end of 

a brass rod is placed close to the flat end of 

each flash tube (Figure 5.}. When a tube gives 

a flash, a pulse of . several volts is obtained 

across the resistor between the probe and the 
ground. This pulse differs distinctly from the 

high voltage noise pulse picked up by the probe 
from the high volta.ge pulse on the electrodes 

and also from the high frequency radiation 
'from the discharge in the neon flash tube. This 

noise pulse has been reduced to a minimum 

by using proper :;hields and the pulse on the 

probe due to the flash In the tube has been 

used to trigger a rnultivibrator circuit which in 

turn operates a LED (Light Emitting Diode) dis
play unit. 

Operation of a single flash tube 

A neon flash tube of internal di~meter 1.5 em 

lmtrumentation HulleLin, Fourth Quarter, 1.985 21 
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Fig. 3: .Yh~ arrangement of the neon flash tubes 
in the magnetic spectrograph array. 

filled at a .pressure of 60 em of Hg was placed 
between two aluminium electrodes. The entire 
tube together with the electrodes was enclo

sed in a metal c~ge of G! netting. Only the 
~ flat end window of the tube was kept outside 

the enclosure. The metal cage shielding was 
grounded at a single point which was found out 
by trial for a minimum noise pick-up. A thin 
brass disc of diameter I em was placed very 
close to the flat end-window of the flash tube. 
The disc was connected to the ground through 
a resistor R (figure 5). The voltage pulse across 
R due to discharge of the flash tube was fed to 

a multivibrator circuit through a capacitor C 
and the same circuit was used to control a LED 
display unit. For the reduction of the spurious 
glow of the LED display due to tbe high fre-

22lnstrumentation Bulletin, Fourth Quarter, 19135 

quency electromagnetic radiation the entire 
electronic ctrcuit together with resistor R and 
capacitor C Is enclosed in another Gl cage 
which was also grounded at -a single point. The 
metal probe is connected to the resistor R by 
a shielded cable, the shield being attached to 
the second shielding cage. The glow of the LED 
display gives an indication of ·the discharge of 
the flasn tube due to the passage of a charged 
particle through it. 

Flash tubes in array 

This method has been applied to each of the 

eight arrays of flash tubes, each containing 2m 
long 120 tubes (Figure 3). These have been used 
to construct two magnetic spectrographs (Figure 
6) for the localisation of muon trajectories in 
cosmic ray air showers in an experiment running 
at the C~mpus of North Bengal University. 

Fig. 4: An example of recorded cosmic ray 
particle trajectory. 
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Fig. 5: Probe rilethod of recording neon flash tube glow. 

For recording the trajectory of the passing 

charged particle, the outputs of the multivibrator 

circuits are connected to an array of LEOs ar

~anged on a board in the same order as that of 

· the flash tubes in each of the arrays. The elec-
'- _,: tron.ic circuit and LED display unit are shown 

in Figure 7. The trajectory of the charged 

particles passing through the flash tubes is thus 

displayed as the glows on the board of the cor

responding LEOs. By using bi-stable multivibra

tor circuits, the glows of the LEOs are made 

stable for photographic recording of glow display 

for the determination of particle trajectory. The 

flash tube trays and the electronic circuits dri

ving the display units were shielded separately 

by GI netting in such a way that the GI netting 

shields are perfectly insulated from all other 

neighbouring materials. The shielding cages are 

grounded at single points determined through a 

search for minimum noise pick-up. The high vol

tage 10 KV pulse of rise time 7.5 us was used 

for the operation of the flush tubes and was 
applied across the flash tube electrodes 5 us 

after the passage of a charged pe~rticle which 

triggers the high voltage pulser unit. 

MSI 

fAONT VIEW 

Dn·D 

D n, D 

o, c=::::J 

D 

D 

D 

M52 
ffiONT VIEW 

Fig. 6: The two muon magnetic spectrograph units. 

ln.slrwnentation l3ullelin, Fourth ~uarter, 1985 23 
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Fig. 7: The electronic circuit {or triggering LED 
display unit. 

Discussion 

Perfect shielding and the grounding of the ~hiel

ding cages ell single points ure tlw essential 

cunditions for a no1se free recordins of l:hurged 

particle trajectories through the urray of neon 

flash tubes. It is very difficult to locate the op
timum groundmg points for the shielding cages. 

The slightest displacement frorn the optimum 

grounding po111ts leads to an appreciable pick 

up of noise pulses. 
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Abstract: A brief account of the development of cosmic ray research at NBU is presented here. Some representative 
results of the investigations are included to indicate the present litate of research on electromagnetic particle interactions 

at ultra high cn~r6.l'· 

1. Introduction : The cosmic ray research in 
India has a tradi<ion over more than four decades 
now. The cosmic ray physics group at Calcutta 

which included among others Prof. D. M. Bose, 
Prof. Shyamadas Chatterjee, Prof. P. C. Bhatta
charyya, Prof. R. L. Sengupta, Prof. M. S. Sinha, 

Prof. P. K. Senchaudhuri had close connections 
with other cosmic ray physicists in the country and 
outside, for example, Prof. H. J. Bhabha, Prof. L. 
Janossy, Prof. W. H .l.i~r. Prof. B. Rossi, Prof. G. D. 
Rochester. The Calcutta group dispersed in the late 

sixties and forme.d sever ... ! ~H•u!l groups and one of 
these came to N. u. U. soon after the University 
started in I :Jb2. 

Before coming to N.B.U. the members of the group 
had worked at high altitude station in Darjeeling on 
some aspects of secondary cosmic rays and also in 
underground stations at Maithon ( West Bengal) on 
the properties of the penetrating components of the 
secondary cosmic rays. The various components of 
the secondary cosmic rays, indicated in Fig. l, are 
the progeny of a flux of energetic particles from the 
pulsars, supernova and other very energetic celestial 
objects in the galaxies. The flux consists of protons, 
some heavier nuclei and some relativistic electrons. 
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These particles spend mil lions of years wandering 
through the interstellar medium ( ISM ) before 

reaching our solar system. The relative intensities of 
·these particles <.bov.! energy of 4 GcV/nucleon are 
given in table 1. 

In addition, there is a flux of v. ( electron-neutri
no) from various stars produced through {3-decay 

( p---+n+f3+v.) processes. In the atmosphere when 
the primary protons and heavier nuclei undergo 
interactions with atmospheric nuclei a variety of new 

particles is produced. The nuclear interaction pro
cesses in the a.mosphcre are developed in cascades. 

In the sixties at N. B. U., the excitement for 
research in cosmic rays was heightened due to the 
enthusiasm of the research workers of this new Uni
versity. The group engaged their interest in the 
study of the secondary component consisting of the 
decay-products of pions ( rr ) and kaons ( K ). In this 
paper a brief review is given of the cosmic ray 
research development at N. B. U. and some represen
tative results of various studies made during the last 
fi ftc en years. 

2. SturzJ• of muons with visual detectors : In 
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the first five years ( 1965-70) of work a laboratory 
was set up with a large multiplate cloud chamber, 
scintillation detectors and G. M. counters. The 
multiplate cloud chamber mounted on a steel frame

work could be rotated and fixed at any zenith angle 
for the detection of very high energy muons for the 

study of their interactions with nuclei of iron and 

Fig. 1 

aluminium placed inside it. The large area scintilla

tion counters were built up for the selection of the 
high energy cosmic rays from any direction und for 
triggering the multiplate cloud chamber when the 
cosmic ray muon particles entered the chamber. 

There are some advantages of using for such a 
study the cosmic ray muon (p) beam from inclined 
directi_ons. At the atmospheric depth 'X' the inten
sity of component of the cosmic ray beam at a 

zenith angle 1J is assumed to be given by 

J (X, IJ) = J. exp ( -X/LcosO) 

or J (X,()) = 1. exp ( -d/L) 

where d ( = X sece) is the oblique penetration path 
of particle of the component, 
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L is the mean attenuation-length of the com

ponent, 
J. is the intensity at the production-level (i.e. 

X=O) of the component. 

-
Now for the nuclear active component, 

L=l28 gem-~ of air and this component is rapidly 

at ten ua ted before a rri vi ng at sea-level from greatly 

inclined directions. The intensity of the electronic 
component generated from the materialisation pro
cess of the decay-photons of neutral pions is also 

dependent on exp ( -d/L ). For large d the electro
nic component arising from neutral pion and kaon 

decay is rapidly attenuated in air of radiation length 
38 gcm- 2 for this component. The high energy 

muon-comp;:ment arising through the decay of char

ged pions and kaons (branching ratio is i can arrive 

at the ground-lev~! because of its large radiation 
length in air. In the directions with large d the 

intensity of low-energy muons is reduced because of. 
the increasing energy-loss and decay along large 

olique path whereas the intensity of high-energy 

muons is increased because of the increased decay
probability of the parent mesons. 

2.1. Directio:zal intensities of muons at ]6°N 
Geomagnetic latituie: The basic measurements at 

Fig.2 (a) 

our laboratory were performed with the help of a 
'charged-practicle-telescope' that could paint to 
different directions for detecting the muons above a 



threshold minimum energy of 0.3 GeV. The actual 
duration of observations in various directions between 
the vertical and 90o to the vertical are given in table 2. 

v.ith the values of the absolute· intensities dcfmed :1s 

the number of muons detected per hour per m 2 within 

a solid angle of 1 steradian with the given zenith 
angular direction : 

Fig. 2 ~b) 

2.2. Muon interaction Hudies : The chu racter

istics of the muon interaction with nucll'i of heavier 

atoms like iron (Fe), aluminium ( Al ) & lead ( Pb) 

have been studied by visual observation in the cloud· 

chamber containing layers of Fe, Pb and Al targets. 

This observation was carried out for about three 
years during the period 1972-75. ·some representa

tive examples of single muon detections and various 
other interaction phenomena are given in the· follow

ing sub-sections. The properties of the muon as a 
'heavy electron' are : 

rest ma~s of the muon= 206m. T m,-mass of the 
electron 
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= 9.1 X 10- 28 gm) 

electric charge of the muon = e [charge of the 
electron 

= 1.6xl0- 19 coulomb] 

Intrinsic spin of the muon = ~ 

magnetic moment of the muon= ( 1.001162± 

0.000005 ) e/2m /u 

2.2.1 The occurence ofsingle muons: An exam

ple of a single muon arriving from the zenith angular 

direction of 70°-80° and entering the multiplate cloud 
chamber (fig. 2a ) is shown in fig· 2 ( b). Total 

number of such photogrphs obtained during the 

period of observation in three zenith-angular direc

tions is 20,000. 

2.2.2. Nuclear interactions ofmuons: The main 

interest in muon studies has been in the study of 

characteristics of nucl~ar interactions of muons. A 

number of cases of nuclear interactions of muons 

Fig. 3 

were observed in the cloud chamber. One example 

is shown in fig. 3 which depicts that the single muon 
in collision with nuclei in target material produces a 
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variety of particles. More than eight thinly ionising 
secondary particles. mostly pions, penetrated more 
than 2 radiation lengths of lead without subcascade 
multiplication. This chracteristic and production of 

Fig. 4 

a few heavily ionizing particles are the features of a 
nuclear interaction. The minimum energy transfer 
was estimated from the total truck length in the 
multiplate chamber and the _absorber below it .. The 
primary muon energy was estimated from the total 
track length in various zenith angular directions. 
We have determined from direct observ11tions the 
probability of nuclear interactions ·of muons and 
some representative results are given in figure 10. 
In this 1igure the average nuclear interaction cross 
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sections of ri1Uons have been plotted against the esti· 
mated energy transfer. Figures (a) and (bJ indicate 
the cross sections for iron and lead respectively. The 
curve indicates the theoretical cross-section values 
according to the 'vector meson dominance' ( v m d ) 
model for K=l, K being the energy transfer in 
photon-nuclear interaction. The circles with the 
error-marks indicate our experimental values. 

Fig. 5 

2.2.3 Direct prcduction of electron-pairs by 
Muons : We have observed muon-interactions in 
which the parent muons produced a pair of electron 
and positron in collisions with target of Fe and At 
atoms. One cxarriple of 'direct pair production' 'dpp) 
event is shown in fig. 4. A tridant ( c--e+) pair 
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and the parent muon) appears in the bottom of the 
4th producing plate. The low energy partner of the 
pair stops in the 5th iron plate while the high-energy 
one penet.rates two more plates and then stops in the 
8th plate. We have determined the probability of 
dir::ct pair prcduction of muons from visual observa
tions of events in-the cloud chamber .. The dpp inter
action cross-section has been eva! uated and a sam pie 
of cross-section data is given in table 3. 

Fig. 6 

QED: Quantam Electrodynamics 

KP : Theoretical calculation of Kokoulin and 
Petrukhin [2] 

MUT: Theoretical calculation of Murota, Ueda 
and Tanaka [I] 

Bh: Theotetical calculation of Bhab:1a [3] 

The experimental results given in the table-3 
from the final analysis represent improvement over 
our earlier results [4]. Further this confirms the QED 
calculation of dpp process by Kokoulin & Petru
khin [2]. Other reported experiments which raised 
doubts on the validity of QED theory of dpp process 
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in difl't!'rcnt regions of encngy transfer includes th4: 
works of Butt & King [5] and Jain ct ul [6]. 

2.2.4 Muon-electron Knock-on Collisions: lm 
some cases high energy muons in the secondary 
cosmic rays knock out single electrons from the ta~ct 
atoms. An example is shown in fig. 5. The tTa\1jET~ 

sing muon knocks out an electron from an iron atmr 

in the 4th plate and this high-energy knock;-or 
electron stops at the 8th plate. This example demo· 
nstrates the behaviour of the muon as a 'heavy dec 
tron'. 

2.2.5 Muon bremsstrahlung: The behaV.iou· 
of the muon as a hca vy electron was studied b: 

Fig. 7 

observing the muon-induced electron cascade thro~ 
bremsstrahlung production. An example of bremss-
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trahlung shower by the muon is shown in fig. 6. The 
bremsstra hi ung cross-section ( at an underground 
depth of 148 mwe) in combination with very high 
energy dpp has been determined as a function of 
energy-transfer from cloud chamber observations. 

A sample of observed cross-seccions is given in table 4. 

Fig. 8 

2.2.6 Horizontal bremsstrahlung shower in the 
atmosphere : Events representing muon bremsstrah
lung and muon-nuclear interactions of large energy 
transfer have been observed in the form of shower 
of electrons entering from air into the cloud chamber. 
The observed frequency of these interactions at an 
atmospheric penetration depth of 4x 10 8 gcm- 2 is 
46.8 m- 2sr- 1 hr- 1 • An example of horizontal shower 
of electrons entering the cloud chamber from air is 

·shown in fig. 7. As mentioned earlier the primary 
cosmic ray nuclei and the nuclear active component 
of cosmic ray nuclei are rapidly attenuated in large 
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oblique path in greatly inclined directions. The 
detected air showers at the zenith angle 70°-80° are 
mainly due to ultra high-energy secondary muon 
bremsstrahlung and in very small part due to ultra 
high energy muon-nucleon interactions in the atmos

phere. The photograph given may be an example 
of such atmospheric muon-bremsstrahlung event.· 

Fig. 9 

2.2.7 P:~rallel multiple muons : Interesting phe
nomena of parallel multiple muons from vertical and 
inc! i ned directions have been detected in the cloud 
chamber. These events are interpreted as the decay
products of pions produced in muon-nuclear and 
muon-bremsstrahlung interactions. An example of 
parallel multiple muon event is shown in fig. 8. 

2.2.8 Muon decay tracks : In the series of 
observation with multiplate. cloud chamber several 
examples of muon decay tracks have been detected. 

An example is given in Jig. 9. It shows a muon 
entering the multiplate cloud chamber traverses seve
ral plates and then it slows down (showing a thick 
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truck) and eventually stops in the 9th plate and 
decays. The associated d~:cay d.:ctron proccc..d:; in 
the upward direction and stops in the 7th plate. 
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3. Conclusion: The cosmic-ray .muon has been 
used as the 'aeavy electron' to study its interaction 
behaviour with m:.tter within t:le theoretical frame 
of quantum electrodynamics (QED). The conclu
sion obtained from the N. B. U. co-smic ray investi
gations is the following: the fundamental concepts 
or QED have been found to be computable electro
magnetic interactions involving energy-transfer up to 
100 GeV that h:1s been d.rectly obs::rved. 

4. Current projects: The Department of Atomic 
Energy ( DAE ), Govt. of India sanctioned a new 
project in 1978 to the cosmic r_ay group at North 
Bengal University for an investigation of hadrons and 
muons in cosmic ray extensive air shower. An array 
of scintillation detectors has been constructed to 
record the air showers initiated by primary cosmic 
ray particles in the energy range 1014 -10 1 6 e V in 
the atmosphere. The detecting array covering an area 
or 600 sq. metre is situated in the N. B. U. 'campus 
near the Department of Physics. Two magnetic 
spectrographs, each weighing 16 tons have set up 
near the array to detect the air shower muons and to 
measure their momenta, signs of associated electric 
charge. These measurements, taken in concidence 
with the measurements of the electron densities by 
the scintillation detectors of the air Bhower array can_ 
yield inform<ttion on t:1e high-energy nuclear interac
tions responsible for the cevelopment of an air show
er and on the nature cf the cosmic ray particles. 

A new feature to time precisely by each of the 
several fast detect.:>rs the arrival of the shower front 
at the individu;d det.:ctor included in the array will 
be added in another project which is now under con
sideration of DAE. The array of the detectors with· 
this feature of accurate timing will enable a search 
for narrow-angle anisotropy in the shower arrivaL 
directions. Such measurements taken in conjunction 
with the measur:!ments on air shower muons will 
enable to draw conclusions on localised sources of 
ultra high energy cosmic gamma rays. 

Table- I 

Protons o<.-particle 

( z= I ) ( z=2) 

100 5.C0±0.2 

Relative intensities of the primnry cosmic rays 

LigtH Nuclei Medium Nuclei Heavy Nuclei 

(z=3-5) (z=6-9) (z):IO) 

0.09±0.03 0.33±0.02 0.11±0.02 
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Very Heavy 

( z):26) 

0.03±0.01 

R ela ti vistic 
electrons 

1 'j., of protons 
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Table-2 

Absolute intensities ofcosm1c ray muon~ 

Direction of observation Actual time of observation (min) Minimum energy Absolute Intensity 

(GeV) ( m- 2 Ju- 1 sr- 1 ) 

Vertical 4695 0.3 323640±1800 

45° to the verrical 15190 0.3 150120±954 
75° ,, 6790 0.3 12562.4±327.6 
85° ,, 6570 0.3 2538± 176.4 
90. 

" 7495 0.3 4L!2.8i_28.8 

Tablc-3 

DPP cross-section in AI target of thickness 0.<05 gem-~ at verious zenith angles. 

Mean Zenigh Energy transfi!r Exp::rimental cross- Predict.ons of '<dJ ~ cm 2 jg) 
angle interval (MeVl section ( cm 2 /g) KP Bh Mur 

oo 3-30 ( 6.6±2.1) X. lv-ii _,.72x Io-D 5.sxw-o 8.16 X JO-D 
45" 3-30 ( 8.2±2.5 ) X JO-D 7.71 X IO- D 7.6xJo-D 1.02 X 10- 4 

75° 3-30 ( 1.5±0.4 ) X I0- 4 1.45x I0- 4 14XIL- 1 1.71 x Jo-' 

Tabl:!-4 

Bremsstrahlung Cross-section in combination with very high energy dpp prod:Jction in lead ( Pb) 

target of thickness 70.9 g/cm 2 in different energy transfer intervals: 

Energy transfer Observed Experiment:!.! cross-section I heoretica! ( Q:..D) Cross-sections 
( GeV) No. of showers ( cm 2 /g MeV) KP cm.!/gMeV MUT 

1-2 44 ( 4.0±0.6 )x lo-s 4.21 X IQ-B 4.8:1 X i(J- 8 

2-3 16 ( 1.4±0.4 )X IO-B 1.39x Ic-s 1.53 X 10-s 
3-4 7 ( 6.3±14) X l(j-O 6.21 x w- 9 7 03 X I0- 9 

4-6 6 ( 2.7±1.1 )x w-o 2.75 X 10- 9 3 02 x.JO-O 

6-8 3 ( 1.5±0-X •X I0- 9 1.2Q X IG- 9 1.42x ((i-n 

8-12 3 ( 6.8±3.9 );< 1()-IO 6.u.- :v. j(,-1 o 6.):) X JO-l 0 
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Abstract 

The NBU air shower array consisting of 2i plastic 
scintillation detectprs has been operated in conjuncti·on 
with two shielded muon magnetic spectrographs (m.d~m. ""'500 GeV/c) 

· for more than one year now. ·~he energy spectra in the range 2 GeV 
to 400 GeV of muons recorded by the spectrographs in air'showers 
of size 10**4 to 10**6 have been determi:1e.:i as a function of muon 
lateral position from the air shower axis. ~he spectral results 
are presented along with theoretical comparisons. 

h Introductioll· I'he NBU air shower array of 21 scintillation 
detectors covering an area of 1200 sq.m. has been operated in 
conj uncti:::m wi tn two shiel :ie::i muon magnetic spectrographs {m. ::l.m ...... 
500 GeV/c). rhe array described by Basak et al/1/ has a layout of 
.:ietectors i:1 square symmetry set up on tne ground level around 
two magnetic spectrograph units (neight-7 m). The array with core 
location accuracy witni:1 .:!. 1 m and the shower size accuracy within 
+ 10-15% is sensitive to showers in the size range 10**4 to1 10*'*6 
particles. It was designed to detect muons of different· e~~tgies 
simultaneously by two magnetic spectrographs installed at:a 
separation of 4 m. A shielded· neon,flash tube chamber (height~l .m) 
at a distance 3 m from the spectrographs was operated for the 
detection of low energy muons. 

2. Exger!,~. The air showers were detected by trigering any 
three of the seven detectors set up for coincidence at th~ array 
centre. Shower data at each triggering of the array have been 
recorded on a paper tape by means of a line printer and the spec
trograph data for muon trajectory were recorded on a 35 mm film 
by a photographic arrangement/2/. 

3. ~thad of anaJ,;_ysis·. All the recorded shower data were 
analysed on the basis of standard least~squares programme using 
Hillas structure function. The muon record on the film was first 
magnified to near actual size and then actual trajectory of the 
muon determined for the purpose of calculating momentum within 
the t~ack location accuracy ± 0.19 em. 

For vertically incident showers, the average muon d~nsity as 
a function of muon position in a sho.,.,er was determined out to 
120 m ,from the shower core for each of 4 small shower groups in 
the range 10**4 to 10**6 of shower size. For each shower group, 
the measured momenta of muons distribute~ in 12 distance groups 
were converted to energies and corrected for energy loss in solid 
iron magnet and spectrograph shield which together sets a cut off 
at-2.5 GeV for muon detection by the spectrographs. 
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4. ~~~· For each shower group, the integral energy 
spectra obtained for 5 distance bins, 0-7'.5m, 7.~-15m, 15-30m, 
30-60m and 60-120m are.given in figure 1-4. A representative set 
of our data with a sample from the work on EAS muons of MSU 
group/3/ is given in talbe 1 for comparison. In addition, the 
calculations of Greisen/4/ and ot" Khrenov and Linsley/5/ on EAS 
muons as a funct.l.on of energy and distance were considered f·or 
comparison. Our measure~ distributions are flatter than the 
Oreisen distributions. ·!'he distribution of Linsley is in agree
ment .with our distributions over the range of energy and lateral 
distances studied in the present experiment. 

-------.------rrr 
Present Experi- : MSU group 3 

ment : dat~ 
I 

1 Present Expe
~ riment 

MSU 
data 

group 13) 

- s· 
N = 3 .34x10 e 

:- 5 N = 4.2x10 e 
l -- 5 5 ~ .N = 9. 5 7x10 N = 9. 5x10 
K e , e 
1 I 

r =2 5 • 3 7 m 
1 

r =2 3 • 1 · m I r =4 2 • 41 m ; r =4 4 • 2 m 

---.--·-·--- ---1-------------i- ----+---·-------
p 

1 o I n P 
>Er I 'f >Ell I 'J-L 4 >Er 'P- >Ell 'rt-

in Ge V 1 in m - 2 , in Ge 'I 1 in m -~ in Ge 'I 1 in m - 2 , in Ge i/ in m - 2 

----------------~-----~----~· 4---------~!-----~~--~--1 I -~ I :: 

10.0 I 

53 • 7 I 

113.3 I 

204·.0 I 

0.35 
0.13 . 
o.os 
0.02 

I' l I 

1 0 I 0 • 7 6 . I 10 • 0 I 0 • 41 0 : 
50 I 0.28 I 53.7 I 0.097 

100 0.15 ~ 113.3 1 0.031 
200 I 0.048 J 204.0 I 0.0051 

,_0 
50 

100 
200 I 

0.40 
0.12 
0.033 
0.007 

A selection of data at four different muon energies, 2.5 
Gei/, 11.3 GeV, 25.5 Gei/, 53.7 Gei/ for each of four shower groups 
is presented in f~gure 5-8 to sho\-.r the trend of distribution of 
muons in various distance groups. 'l'he observed dist.r:ibutions with 
c::msiderable statistical errors at large distances show a close 
fit to the solid curves which are a plot of a standard function 
of the form ffl= Ar-ocexp(-r/r0 ) to indi~ate the trend of the 
lateral distribution at various muon threshold energies. Figure 9 
shows the radial distributions for muons of threshold energy 25.5 
G:V for all four shower groups. 

~· Dis~~· The initial analysis given in this paper 
using a sample of 1200 muons only has given an orientation to 
study all the aspects of muons on the basis of Monte Carlo 
simulation ·of air showers. The work on simulation prog~amme is 
in progress now. 

6. Ackqqw~gg~~~· 'l'he financial assistance granted by 
..Jepartment of Atoolic Energy, Government of India for this work 
is gratefully acknowledged. 
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PRIMARY C·..l-tPUS Il'ION uF COSNIC RAYS FH.OM ,t;A.3 M.C;ASUREM.c;N·rs 

Samir Kumar Sarkar, Narend.ra i.~ath Mukherjee, Mihir Kumar d.oy 
Bhaskar Bhattacharyya, ~ripati Chakraborty and ~irmalendu 
Chaudhuri 

High Energy Cosmic rtay Centre, university of North Bengal, 
North Bengal university (N3U) Jist.Darjeeling,India-734430 

Abstract 

Air showers in the size range 10*""4 to 10**6 have been 
recorded by the Nou air sh9wer array to detect mu~ns of different 
energies in these showers by two shielded muon magnetic spectro
graphs (m.d.m.N500 Gev/c). The muon size as a function of shower 
size has been obtained for different muon threshold energies from 
2 Gev to 54 GeV. The results have been utilized to infer the 
primary ccmposi tion using" the calculations of other groups. The 
electron and muon sizes· have been used to c;leduce the primary 
integral flux in the energy range 5.10**13 to 2.10**15 eV. The 
integral flux points from the measured EAS muon spectra are in 
excellent agreement with direct measurements (12th.lCHC,1971). 

1. Introduction. 'l'he muon size in various air shoT,o,~Sr size 
groups in ~range-10**4 - 10~*5 particles have been determined 
by experiments using the .~3J air shower array which includes 21 
scintillation detectors and two shielded muon magnetic spectro
graphs (m.d.m.~5oO GeV/c). ~tails of the array and the spectro
graphs have been described in our earlie.r publ ication/1/. 'I'he N3U 
array having a square symmetry in detector location has a shower 
core location accuracy within+ 1m and the shower size measure-· 
ment accuracy within 10 - 15%.-

£~ ExQeri~t· With two magnetic spectrographs each of two 
limbs to detect simultaneously muons of different energies in 
individual shower and a shielded neon flash tube chamber as the 
third low energy muon detector, the muons could be detected at 
five different locations in a shower. By using small area (0.25 
sq.m) electron detectors at separation of 8 m, the electron 
structure could be resolved in individual showers out to 120 m. 
·rhe information on muon trajectory through spectrograph was 
photographed by a set of camera/2/ and the shower data were 
recorded on a paper tape. rhe vertical incident showers with~9o% 
efficiency of array have been included for the measurement of 
flux. 

~Method of analysis. In the initial analysis, the showers 
in the size range 10k*4 - 10**6 have been devided into 7 groups 
with the size bin (1-2).10**4, (2-4).10**4, (4-8).10**4, 
(8-16).10**4, (1.6-3.2).10**5, (3.2-6.4).10**5 and (6.4-12).10**5. 
Each shower group was again subdivi:led into 12 radial groups such 
that the smallest one had a width of 4 m. For each of several 
muon threshold energies in a shower group, muons were distributed 
into the 12 radial bins to determine the muon average radial 
positions out to a distance 120m. ·rnese distributions have finally 
been integrated to obtain muon nL~ber for each of different 
'thresholds and hence the muon size for the threshold 2.5 GeV was 
det~rmined. The electron size in the shower was determined by the 
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standard least-squares programme using Hillas structure function. 

Primary energy of each shower was determined both from 
electron size and muon size using Monte Carlo simulation results 
/3, 4/. 

4. Results. 'l'he · corelation between the electron size and the 
muon size for each threshold was examined by a connecting fonnula 
of the form Np = A(Ne/10**4)~ using least-squares method. The 
straight ~ines in the figure 1 show this connection for four 
different muon thresholds. ·rhe error bars to the experimental 
p·oints are purely statistical. ln figure 2, the plot~ at 10 GeV 
muon threshold, for Ne vs. N~ is shown with the results of a 
calculation/51 on the connection between Ne and Nr for various 
primary mass number. In addition, we hdve given below {Table 1) a 
comparison of our results with those obtained by .11-lonte Carlo 
simulation/6/. 

l'he primary energy spectrum jerived from the electron size 
jata is shown in figure 3 and that Jerived. from muon size data is 
shown in figure 4. A comparison is given in figure 5 with/the 
jirect measurements of integral flux to jemonstrate the a9curacy 
:Jf the present air shower experirr.ent. · 

fable 1 

Present ~xperiment of ~Bu Array 
Ep) 2.5 GeV 

E N N 
0 e f-l 

in eV 

.---
9.38x1o13 :1.53xlo4 1.11x103 

4.91xto14 '1.18xlo5 4.25xlo 3 

1.50x1o15 :4.67xlo5 9.81xlo 3 

2.57xlo15 :9.57xlo5 1. 60x10 4 

l 
l Monte 
f Ep > 2 
I 

l E 
l 0 

t in eV 
- I 
l 

-----------~--------
Carlo simulation(S) 
GeV (Proton primary) 

N N e fl 

I lx10 14 : 1.09xl04 I 3 
l , 1.55x10 

I 5xlo14 1 9 .8xl04 1 6.6xlo3 

l 
l 
l 2x10 15 1 5. 39x1o 5 1 2 .24xto4 

I 
l 
l 

s. DiscussioQ. ·me comparison of our results on muon number 
(E~)2.5 GeQ) with those for muons (Er)2 GeV) from Monte Carlo 
calculation of Wrotniak and Yodh/6/ and with the calculation of 
Antonov et al/5/ on additive quark model has set a level of 
confidence in the exercise of extracting primary composition from 
air shower observations. 

The integral energy spectrum of Grigorov et al/7/ is in 
better agreement with the spectrum derived from the'muon sizes. 
These results are based on calculation of other workers. Our own 
Monte Carlo programme has been in progress now. 
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Fig.1. Variation of muon size 
with shower size for 
different muon energy 
threshold. 
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